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About
the Festival
Jaipur Kala Chaupal is envisaged as a premier art festival
to be held annually in Jaipur, India. It is a unique platform
that was designed to integrate traditional arts of India
with contemporary art forms that exist internationally.
It is also designed to provide a unique opportunity to
the established as well as emerging artists from various
countries to explore the soul of art in India and be a catalyst
for newer and original collaborative artistic expressions.
A ‘Chaupal’, has a lot of historical significance in India.
Traditionally, a Chaupal is a community building or space
in the rural areas of North India that acts as a hub of
community life in villages. In smaller villages, a ‘Chaupal’
may be a simple raised platform that is shaded by a large
tree, typically a neem, banyan or pipal fig tree while in

bigger villages it could be a building structure that may
also double up as a guest house.
Jaipur Kala Chaupal captures the essence of a Chaupal
with an artistic endeavour to bring in artists from across
the world for a Confluence for Collaboration with Indian
traditional artists and Conversations that surround a
social cause.
The festival with a difference, Jaipur Kala Chaupal hopes
to create a nurturing environment where the artists can
explore a freedom of self-expression and delve into the
deeper recesses of their minds. Allowing them to reinterpret traditional art forms and create contemporary
art forms using visual art skills.

Jaipur Kala Chaupal 2017
‘Our Body & Hands in Water’
An incredible fusion of international, contemporary art with traditional Indian art takes shape in an
ecosystem designed to capture the essence of life – ‘Our Body & Hands in Water’.
The central theme (social cause) for the inaugural edition /inception year of Jaipur Kala Chaupal was
‘Our Body & Hands in Water’ with an aim to envelop the entire ecology and socio-cultural ethos based
on water and the lack of it.
Keeping to the central idea of Confluence, Collaboration and Conversations, the 14-day event was divided
into two parts.
An Artistic Residency for ten days from October 20th – 30th, 2017, was dedicated to 42 artists from
across 7 countries co-creating art, through engagements with local craftsmen, stalwarts that uphold
the craft, academic institutions for apprentice programs. The Residency was also interspersed with
interesting and informative talks on art forms and issues surrounding water, a key resource for human
life and vitality.
An Exposition slated from November 1st-4th, 2017 of the artworks created by the participating artists
at the Jawahar Kala Kendra. The artists also shared the inspiration(s) behind the work they produced at
the exposition showcasing their artwork.
The exposition also had a multitude of live performances from renowned artists rendering Hindustani
classical music as well western music. Making it an extremely entertaining affair for all those in
attendance.
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Jaipur Kala Chaupal
2017 Initiatives

1
2
3

Collaborations and Skill Development

Resource/skill sharing through creating collaborations and showcasing learnings between
indigenous and contemporary artists. Shared contemporary tools, techniques, iconography and
imagery with local and distant artisans to broaden and modernize their work and to expose gifted
contemporary artists from within and without India to age old tools and techniques, imagery and
iconography to broaden their work horizons.

6
7
8
9

Arts in Public Spaces

Guru Shishya Programme

Visual Arts

Talks and Discussions

To inspire an adoption of arts in
public spaces through public-private
partnerships, encourage community
involvement and collaboration, make
people more aware of the aesthetics
in the environment

Installations,
Photography,
Sculpture,
Paintings

4
5
10

Arts & Fashion

Fashion makes a statement on the
human race engagement with water
-colour indigo, symbolic language,
sustainable fabric & spatial connects.

Music & Performance Arts

Humzanama-Fantastical narrative
performance by theatre actor Danish
Murtaza Hussain, Water performance
by Suresh K Nair & Alla Dickson,
‘Myriad Moods of Water’- Sveta
Hattangadi Kilpady+RigMona
Jazz+Kathak, Sveta Hattangadi
Kilpady+Val Shipley+Rajasthani
Folk Musicians.

To influence a new breed of bright
young minds from local institutes
and to give them a world window
to art forms and development

Artist talks and Moderated panel
discussions through the residency
and exposition on the curatorial
subject of water, craft infusions in
art, sustainability and ecology.

Workshops

The adoption of imagination in
daily practice targeted towards
youth and live art creation on
the subject of water during the
exposition.

Ideology
This platform wishes to provide a
unique opportunity to the established,
emerging, Indian and global artists.

Historical Aqueduct Walk

The Nahargarh heritage water walk
tries to uncover the methods of
ancient water collection and rain
water harvesting methods. There
are two huge Baoris/ step-wells in
Nahargarh Fort. This walk reveals
how the entire system of collection
and channelizing rain water into
these water storage works.

Cross Residency Programme

Curatorial cross over by Lina Vincent Sunish an Environmental
Art Curator from a Goa festival ‘Story of Space’ with her artist
Ana Bloom’s project Breathe-Souffles. Water explored from
the point of view of breathing underwater.
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The
Festival
with a
difference
Jaipur Kala Chaupal hopes to create a nurturing
environment where the artists can explore a
freedom of self expression and delve into the
deeper recesses of their minds. The festival in its
inception year 2017 is very proud to host ‘The
Alchemy Vessel Project’ by Shanti Norris, Retired,
Co-Founder and ex-Executive Director, Smith
Center for Healing and the Arts, Washinton DC.

The Alchemy Vessel Project

Our Body
and Hands
in Water
“My whole life is mine, but whoever says so
will deprive me, for it is in nite.
The ripple of water, the shade of the sky
are mine; it is still the same, my life.

Alchemical Vessels encourages visitors to engage
in an important dialogue about healing and
transformation through the arts, by displaying
bowls made in the visage of each artist’s personal
aesthetic and medium. Collectively, the bowls
draw inspiration from ideas about holding,
open communities, circles of care, sacred spaces,
nourishment, and alchemical vessels.
It requires all the participating artists to pour
themselves into the vessels provided and at the end
of the Residency the project will be showcased as
part of the Exposition.
Installation-https://issuu.com/gracetoulotte/
docs/2015_av_catalog_lowres

No desire opens me: I am full,
I never close myself with refusalin the rhythm of my daily soul
I do not desire-I am moved;
by being moved I exert my empire,
making the dreams of night real:
into my body at the bottom of the water
I attract the beyonds of mirrors... “
-Rainer Maria Rilke
Jaipur Kala Chaupal | 8
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Mapping of the terrain- rivers, oceans, pools, deserts and mountains
weather- dry, wet, hot cold
safe and secure waters
damaged waters –debris
under the water –coral reefs, sea creatures and plants,
sacred and holy waters- ancient and now
blessed and purified waters – ambishekham, Prasad
bathing and birthing rituals
the sound of water
sustenance for the body and all living things
the essence of food- growing and preparation
traveling in rivers, oceans, paddies, glaciers
global consciousness –gravity, energy, infinite, calming, cyclical
natural disaster –hurricanes, monsoons, tsunamis
disasters due to lack of water
thirst and hunger.
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Premila Singh A self-taught
artist who has spent the last
two decades in various African
countries. Indian born, she
has been based primarily in
South Africa but has extensively
travelled into many African
countries. Her works are
strongly influenced by African
colours and imagery, focused
on the people of Africa and
their total involvement in
their simple day–to-day living.
An International artist, she is
looking to create International
bridges with the Indian arts.
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Water necessity, paucity and pollution are concerns
in various degrees across the Indian diaspora.
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During the participating festival artists can call upon various references:

The Organisers

Opportunity
for Artistic
Collaborations
On the theme
of Water
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Pottery
Collaborative
Shanti Norris, Smith Center for Healing & the Arts 48 Artists
Inner Journey Art in Healing, Neerja Pottery, Leela Bordia

Pottery
Neerja International is the largest Manufacturer and
Exporter of Blue Pottery in India. It’s Showroom and
Warehouse is located in Jaipur City. The company
was founded in 1978 by Leela Bordia. She has been
instrumental in creating 1000 unique designs and more
than 300 Blue Pottery products. Neerja International
is actively involved in supporting thousands of Jaipur
craftsmen and their families.
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Alchemical Vessels
Collaborative Installation of Blue pottery, mixed media

Shanti
Norris
USA

Co-founder and Executive Director, Smith Center
for Healing and the Arts

41 artists of the Jaipur Kala Chaupal arts residency created
individual artworks on the theme of Water utilizing
traditional Jaipur Blue Pottery vessels.
The ancient tradition of alchemy is found in many cultures
worldwide and is the origin of the science of chemistry.
In order to transform base metal into gold, a suitable,
strong vessel is needed. As a metaphor for personal
transformation and healing, we also need a vessel in which
we can feel safe and secure – a kind of sacred space in
which we may do transformative inner work.

Water is sacred to life, and part of every healing tradition.
We used the familiar water vessel form on which to create
a work that reflects the role of water in our lives and in
our healing. Rajasthan has created a model for the world
in terms of respecting, maintaining and utilizing precious
water resources. These vessels and this installation are a
tribute to this profound tradition.

Ms. Norris serves as Executive Director of Smith
Center for Healing and the Arts – D.C.’s only stand
alone cancer support organization. She initiated the
Smith Center hospital Artist-in-Residence program
and Healing Arts Gallery. She runs the weeklong
retreats for people with cancer, and oversees
initiatives including Community Navigation and
wellness classes at the U Street location. Former
Vice President of Kent Homeopathic Associates, she
has an extensive background in complementary
medicine and mind-body approaches to healing.
She has taught meditation, yoga philosophy and
stress reduction for over 35 years and underwent a
formal ten-year mentorship with a renowned yoga
master. She is a three-term member of CARRA,
the patient advocacy program at the National
Cancer Institute and a graduate of Project LEAD
from the National Breast Cancer Coalition. She is
a graduate of the Georgetown University Nonprofit Leadership certificate course and the James
P. Shannon Leadership Institute in Minneapolis/
St Paul. She is a former board member of the
Society for the Arts in Healthcare and Chaired
their Annual Conference in 2004. She is a founding
board member of The Art Connection in the
Capital Region and a founding member of Arts
in Healthcare Advocates (AHA.) She is a frequent
speaker on the healing power of the arts. Her
formal art training began at New York University
and The Cooper Union in New York City and
includes running the fine art studio of artist Peter
Max. She is a member of ArtTable, the mother of
three adult children, and is a painter and sculptor.
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Textile
Collaborative
Dr Paula Sengupta, Raj Kanwar, Ojjas, Bagru, Rajasthan

Raj Kanwar, Ojjas, Bagru, Rajasthan
A textile designer with 40 years of experience in textile
crafts, specializing in Hand Block printing & Vegetable
Dyes. Worked for the government in textile crafts for 20
years as a designer in varied capacities. Have worked as a
core team member for setting up of the Indian Institute of
Crafts & Design in Jaipur, and taught textile craft design
as an Associate Professor in the same institute. Started
‘OJJAS’ in 1999, specializing in Hand Block Printing and
Vegetable Dyes, its a culmination of my experience in
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hand crafted textile crafts. Ojjas markets its products both
in the domestic and international market. It’s ideology
is GREEN in every sense, right from its environmental
practices, like recycling water, water harvesting,
conservation of energy and resource, fair wages and
building up its human resource, creating awareness about
the conservation of its tradition - specially Crafts, through
workshops and other means.
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The Camel’s Path
Natural & pigment dyes, applique and embroidery on cotton cloth
“Kolkata has a large Marwari community, that has become
an integral part of the city’s economic, social and cultural
fabric. Since migration as a phenomenon interests me, I
chose to investigate how this community from Rajasthan
made Kolkata it’s home. Shekhawati, from where most
of Kolkata’s Marwaris hail, used to originally be a part of
the Jaipur State. On an earlier visit to Rajasthan, I looked
exhaustively at the frescoes that are found in these painted
havelis in Shekhawati.

Paula
Sengupta

Appropriating the pictorial language of the Shekhawati
frescoes, I created a picture map of the migration from
this dry, arid region, plagued by a paucity of water, to the
rapidly industrialising city of Kolkata in fertile Bengal, where

water flows in great abundance. Using resources, materials,
mediums and languages native to the long-standing, watersensitive craft traditions of Jaipur, I collaborated with Ojjas to
create a textile work, using mud resist printing, natural dyes,
and pigment printing. I further supplemented these with
appliqué and embroidery as is my practice.
The object I have chosen to simulate is synonymous with
the Buddha’s body as per Tibetan Buddhist belief. It’s slow,
rotating aspect is significant of the all-enveloping nature
of true faith. The parallel I draw is representative of the
phenomenon of migration itself, which has always seemed
to me like the flowing of a river and it’s ability to assimilate
everything in its wake.”- Paula Sengupta

India

Dr. Paula Sengupta is an artist, academic, curator,
and art writer. She is currently Associate Professor
and Head of the Department of GraphicsPrintmaking at the Faculty of Visual Arts,
Rabindra Bharati University, Kolkata and Secretary
of the artist’s initiative, Khoj Kolkata. She is author
of The Printed Picture: Four Centuries of Indian
Printmaking published by the Delhi Art Gallery,
New Delhi in 2012 and Foreign & Indigenous
Influences in Indian Printmaking published by
LAP Lambert Academic Publishing, Saarbrucken,
Germany in 2013.
Her recent projects focus on enforced migration
and resultant physical and psychological
displacement in the Subcontinent and its
immediate environs.
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Paper
Collaborative
Helen Fredrick
Moutushi Chakraborty
Ausra Kleizaite
Jennifer Macklem
Sandra Hansen

Handmade paper
is the Kagzi specialty.
In Sanganer, near Jaipur the Kagzi clan preserves the art
of hand-made paper Tucked away in a village near Jaipur
is the world’s largest centre of hand-made paper! The
variety that one finds in India is not just about different
types of people and culture. There is surprise and
variety in the number of economic activities too! Whole
specialised craft-based businesses exist tucked away
in pockets across the land. Each of these will narrate a
fascinating tale.
Sanganer is blessed with water and open spaces, that are
essential for paper making. From here the Kagzis enjoyed
patronage of the royal court of Sawai Man Singh and his
successors. And all seemed well.
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Kagzis are more wholesome than just business people.
They preserve a remarkable heritage that grew out
of the interactions of Turks with India. Over time,
this heritage has become unique to India, worth a
sociologist’s attention. Though Kagzis are Muslims, they
are fully integrated with the larger society. Allahbux
was a member of the Congress party and worked with
Gandhiji in the freedom movement. Son Salim is active in
conducting the annual Ram Lila event, which is entirely
Hindu in content!
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Our Bodies and Hands in the Water, an Evolution
Installation, hand formed paper, spirit kites and sand
Naturally pigmented sheets of paper created by the artist
and in the nearby Sanganer (Wasli) papermaking area are
installed to show pierced drawings of water and flames.
Castings of iconic images of purity and destruction are
assembled to ask the viewer to consider current global
climate changes.

The performance includes a large strong sheet of paper
resembling the desert that will hold sand suspended,
while Frederick and a partner exchange their breaths. The
sand will drop into a ‘parat’ (bowl). The sand subsumes
the water in the bowl.

A performance about the paucity of water titled, “Wind,
Sand, Water” will be presented at the exhibition opening.

Helen
Frederick
USA

Helen Frederick has regularly maintained an
emphasis toward collaboration with artists across
disciplines. With her own work and in the creation
of Pyramid Atlantic in 1980, in her seven years prior
to that in New York, and earlier at Rhode island
School of Design where she met Dieter Roth and
experienced experimental approaches to printed
media, Frederick has been interested in the process
of group activity leading to new critical awareness,
expanded visual concepts and innovation for the
creation of works of art.
As an advocate for and an active participant in the
Washington, D.C., metropolitan area arts scene
for the last 25 years, she has played a role in the
revitalization of the Silver Spring, MD arts corridor,
served on the directorial boards of alternative
art spaces in D.C., various local and national
boards and national peer-review panels. She has
exhibited, curated exhibitions and fulfilled speaking
engagements around the world.
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River Chronicles
Painted and Printed Hand-made Paper
scrolls made of Cotton-rag, brass pot, ceramic vase, sand
The River is revered as a Goddess in this country.
She is the nurturer of Life and therefore an object of
reverence. People bath in her to wash off their sins and
become purified. They pay obeisance to her and yet
remain oblivious to the fact that the Goddess too needs
nurturing, caring and cleansing. Her purity needs to be
preserved and not taken for granted.
The state of rivers in this nation is akin to the general
condition of women, who bear the responsibility of

sustenance and regeneration but remain neglected.
Centuries old traditions of water preservations are
overlooked just as the words of wisdom stated in the
sacred scriptures that state that the path of progression
is only through harmony and balance between genders
and caste. My work traces the chronicle of a river and how
she is gradually getting engulfed by a murky flow of waste
from factories and homes that threatens the precious
balance of the Ecosystem.

Moutushi
Chakraborty
India

I am an artist based in Kolkata, India. Alumnus
of Wimbledon School of Art in London, M.S.
University Baroda and Kalabhavan Santiniketan
I have pursued my education all through in
Printmaking. I received the Commonwealth
Foundation fellowship and the Charles Wallace
India Trust Award in 2001 to pursue an MA
programme in Advanced Printmaking in London.
My first solo show was held at the Nehru Center –
India High Commission in London in 2002 and my
recent solo show in 2012 at Gallery Time & Space
of Bangalore. I have shown at several national and
international exhibitions of repute.
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Survival Kit. Water. Red,
White and Black makes Blue
Indigo dye, pastel and charcoal on hand formed paper.
“Water is perhaps one of two main things necessary in our
‘survival kit’.
The other one is weather and both are equal.
We are water and so we are survival kits for ourselves.
Everything about water came to my mind during two
weeks in Jaipur while thinking and feeling about water.

Depths and surfaces, concepts and philosophy and so
many stages go through my drawings, from grinding
indigo dye, bathing papers in water, then putting the
drawings onto the surface.
At the end of it all - water … it is sacred .. as we all are.”

Ausra
Kleizaite
Lithuania

A.Kleizaitė - a textile master of the Kaunas Art
Institute of the Vilnius Academy of Fine Arts, who
creates objects and installations, is also known as an
image stylist and artist of scenic costumes.
According to Rytis Zemkausk
“Aušra is the creator of the sculptural plot. Just look
at her drawings, even in the face-to-face: here,
it turns out, the char is drawing a woman’s face,
as if looking for a perfect shape. If it does not, it
stops. Not necessarily looking further. Waiting until
the attentive spectator himself gives the missing
features and takes out something of his own. Is not
the real dream of the artist leaving us to speculate
about the mood in these faces, which reveals the
magic of the millennia before us, and is it true that
every portrait contains something from the author’s
own self-portrait? .. “
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Apis Florea
Hand-formed paper, branches, vellum, watercolor
“In an arid land, all moisture is important. The bee burrows
deep into a blossom, intent on its mission, trembling as
it communes with the liquid nectar in the wick of the
flower. In this way the bee spreads pollen from blossom
to blossom, bringing plants to fruition and seed. Certain
bees (apis florea, for example) are adapted to drought
conditions, and efficiently, reverently, serve the Rajasthan
vegetation. The Khejri tree, in particular, provides
sustenance and sustainability to the whole ecosystem,
giving shade, shelter, food and stability to its human and

Jennifer
Macklem

non-human neighbors. In many regions it is the sole species
of tree that withstands the heat and dryness of the climate.

As I created this homage to the exquisite structure of the
bee and its free yet critical labour, I soaked the natural
fibres of the paper in water and used stems from a nearby
tree. I crumpled and gently coaxed with my hands the
damp paper and in doing so, I sensed the contribution of
the bees, as they had, one day not long ago, pollinated
the very plants that comprised the materiality of the
paper. Bees are in decline worldwide, due to irresponsible
use of pesticides. Like the Khejri tree, their resilience is life.
Based on the nine topographic squares of Jaipur, this
artwork was made in a spirit of respect for the Bishnois
principles of environmental protection.”

Canada

Jennifer Macklem has participated in 51 group
exhibitions, 15 solo exhibitions, 7 public art
commissions and several video screenings
internationally. She has presented 19 artist talks in
universities and conferences in Canada, the United
States and India. She has an extensive bibliography
of exhibition reviews and critical writing:
http://jennifermacklem.com/text/bibliography/
Originally from Montreal, Jennifer Macklem is an
Associate Professor of Sculpture at the University
of Ottawa, following a tenured position at Mount
Allison University in New Brunswick. In 2011 she
was the Director of the Graduate Program in Fine
Arts at the University of Ottawa. She served for
five years as the Director/Curator or Chair of the
Alternator Gallery for Contemporary Art, based in
Kelowna, British Columbia.
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Extinction Installation
Handmade Papers and Found Objects

Sandra
Hansen

From the beginning of time, the beautiful Ganges River
has been populated with the Gangetic River Dolphins who
roamed from end to end. Now only a handful of dolphins
are left. Plastics, fishnets, and chemicals have turned the
Ganges from blue to brown. The dolphins are dying. In
my own land in the United States, thousands of fish died
in Lake Erie in 2014. I began investigating water damage
in local waterways, the Great Lakes, and the Pacific Gyre.
I learned that ships cause 20% of the garbage while 80%
comes from litter, industrial discharges, and garbage
mismanagement. Pollution from chemicals and other
anthropomorphic materials such as plastics and fibers
combined with overfishing in our lakes, rivers, and oceans
leads to fish extinctions and a loss of biodiversity in the

water. As humans drink the water and eat the fish we are
ingesting microplastics and polyester fabric fibers into our
bodies. This is leading to endocrine disruption, hormonal
changes, and increased cancers. My research convinced
me to become an environmental artist. “Our Exquisite
Pollution” became a series of paintings, sculptures, and
handmade papers examining the damage to our water.
Abstracted water is the motif in all of my art, whether it is
in the form of waves, bubbles, rivers, fish, or the sea. These
large handmade papers are infused with fishing nets, found
and natural objects. The insidious nature of plastics in the
water is inherent in each plastic bag used in these paintings.
Each plastic bag represents the buying choices that we make
and the horrific quandary of single-use plastic products.

USA

Sandra graduated spring of 2016 with an MFA in
painting at Kendall College of Art and Design and
earned a BFA in painting at Kendall College of Art
and Design in 2013. She took art classes at Hope
College before attending Kendall. While at Kendall,
she received the Excellence in Painting award and
Portfolio Prizes for both MFA and BFA.
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Sukriti
Foundry

Studio Sukriti

Isroildzon Baroti

The Foundry has specific spaces and modern equipment
for sculpting, mold making, and metal finishing, welding,
sand- blasting and all the other interrelated activities.
They specialize in:

Collaborative
Henda Loulizi
Antonio Guimarez
Inger Marstein

Ceramic Shell Casting
We also practice the most advanced technique of casting
called “Ceramic shell casting”, followed by the modern
fine art foundries of Europe. Ours is the only fine art
foundry in India, which practices the same for bringing
high precision and clarity.
Lost Wax Casting
Sculptors all over the world have practiced this method,
since the beginning of ancient civilization. It has been
improvised all throughout the ages and now it has become
widely accepted as the finest method in the World.
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Sand Casting
The green sand available in the plains of Rajasthan is
supposed to be the best one for sand casting.
Rajasthan has its own typical sand casting tradition, in
which molasses is the medium of binding. It has been
improvised through the ages and has become an exquisite
one. We follow the same with our own scientific and
artistic touch, fostering quality and consistency, as it is
cost- effective and quality bound.
Patination
The foundry offers variety of colors through various
patinas. By choosing from our different patinas a sculptor
can attain the required finish for his creation, as it is the
final touch.
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Waiting for the Rain
Ceramic
“Water is the main source of life. The human body consists
of 70% water. Nothing in our planet, not even the tiniest
spark of life could survive without water. However, humans
devalue and neglect this treasure by constantly abusing
and contaminating the environment.

Mankind must stop and realize that by destroying nature
it is not only killing itself but also everything that is alive in
our world.”

Isroildzon
Baroti
Lithuania

Isroildzon Baroti, a famous ceramist and exhibition
curator in Lithuania, was born in the Republic of
Tajikistan. The artist’s studies and the shaping of his
creative style coincided with a significant period of
ceramic development in Lithuania.
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Dream in the Water
Ceramic
“I am a Tunisian artist living in Paris, France. I was born
on the island of Djerba, surrounded by magnificent blue
color and beaches as far as the eye can see. Water is for
me the source of life itself and cause of death too. But what
attracts me most are dreams, imagination, and inspiration.
I often contemplate the horizon; it is color and water; it is
a changing blue like an immense pure soul that reflects all

the colors of the universe. attracted by its dazzling depths
of light, carried by waves.
Like a crazy idea of adventure and thirsty for beauty, I often
carve water wings, and my body, so heavy on dry land, is free
of its limits and its weight, Piece by piece and little by little.
Am unified with this huge universe. “

Henda
Loulizi
France

“In the artisanship of clay or papermaking,
for example, the use of water is necessary for
construction of the elements into a material artistic
essence. Water softens and forms the clay: water
suspends fibers to bond into paper.”
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Schizophrenic Buoy

Found objects, Polyester resin, Fiberglass, Acrylic

Cave

Found objects, Polyester resin, Fiberglass, Acrylic, canvas

Untitled

Acrylic on canvas

António
Guimarães
Ferreira

“These pieces highlight the relationship between objects,
humans, and water on a day-to-day basis. Utilitarian items
are the starting point of a work that addresses political,
social, and environmental issues and brings them into the
artistic space.
Through a free and experimental process of work, which is
open and permeable, we are able to explore how objects

perform. This exploration will lead us to a point where
humans and water interact, and enable us to reflect on the
type of behavior we choose.
The works presented become their own independent
entities caught in their search for form and connection with
others. From this constant tension, a process of questioning
and openness to all possibilities can remain available.”

Portugal

António Guimarães Ferreira attended the courses
of Drawing and Atelier in the National Society of
Fine Arts, under the tutoring of Quintino Sebastião,
parallel to the degree in Law. After a period of
professional career in different areas, he has been
dedicating himself since 2014 to drawing, sculpture,
installation and performative projects, exhibiting
regularly. In 2015, he was distinguished with first
place in the “Crearte” contest, whose jury was
composed by Pauline Foessel, Paulo Arraiano,
Sandro Resende and Miguel Januário. He was
a resident artist at MArt, under the guidance of
Paulo Brighenti, André Almeida and Sousa and
Miguel Ferrão, for two years and currently works
individually and in double, with Rui Gueifão.
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Medal for a Tribute to water 1, 2 and 3
Brass, copper, ice and water
“My intention to display my jewelry objects in water is to
give attention to the interaction between object and water
and how we observe objects through water with distortion.

Inger
Margrethe
Larsen

My installation is meant to bring focus to global warming
as the viewer watches the ice melt, the associations to the
arctic sea ice that are rapidly disappearing due to climate
change involved.

My jewelry objects, also seen as wearable sculptural
neckpieces, are a further development of my fascination
of medals, and will include graphical patterns of elements
taken from the medal world. “

Denmark

Inger Margrethe Larsen is an artist and designer
based in Denmark, who always aims to challenge
her creativity by experimenting with different
expressions. She has worked within the areas
of jewelry, textiles, sculptures, installations,
photography, graphics and communication. The
hallmark of Inger Margrethe Larsen’s work is
her curiosity and urge to explore new materials
and constantly feel challenged to search for new
possibilities of expression. Her recent artwork has
been focused on large scale jewelry design that
becomes like large scale objects for wall hangings
or wearable sculptures. Furthermore she has worked
with social art activities, where the dialogue with
people became a new way of expressing different
themes. Inger Margrethe Larsen graduated in
2002 from the Royal College of Art in London with
a Master’s Degree and has since then presented
her artwork at several Danish and international
exhibitions.
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Blacksmith
Collaborative

Trish Tillman, Iron sculpting, Installation, Symbolic, Local Skill
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Water Altar
Used cycle rickshaw, steel, fabric, leather, wood, plastic water containers, paint
“In response to the water shortage in India, I made a
movable structure within a cycle rickshaw that utilizes
brightly colored water collection containers and fabrics
based on the colors of the Water God Indra. With the help
of local artisans—a metal smith to modify the supportive
structures of the rickshaw, and an upholsterer to construct

an altar of cushions with local fabrics—I play with the
boundaries of interior and exterior, the utilitarian and
the exotic, and the role of water as a necessity as well as
a luxury. Housed within the context of the vast history of
the human-powered rickshaw, the sculpture merges the
public and the private in a spiritual chariot to water.”

Trish
Tillman
New York, USA

Trish Tillman is a visual artist who grew up in
Washington, DC and now lives in New York City. She
received a Bachelor of Fine Arts from James Madison
University in Virginia, and studied at the University
of Wolverhampton in the United Kingdom before
pursuing her Master of Fine Arts from School of Visual
Arts in New York. She is a recipient of the Joan Mitchell
Foundation 2009 MFA Grant and has participated
in programs through the D.C. Commission on the
Arts and Humanities and the Baltimore Office of
Promotions and Arts. She was an Untitled Art Fair
Miami Beach Fellow at The Fountainhead Residency
in 2015, and had a solo booth at NADA NY with Asya
Geisberg Gallery in 2016.
Tillman is also a writer and an educator, and has been
a professor and lecturer at Monmouth University,
George Washington University, Rutgers University and
the University of Maryland. She has been on panels
with ArtTable, Buffalo State College, and Pyramid
Atlantic. Selected exhibitions include Regina Rex,
NYC; Emerson Dorsch Gallery, Miami, FL; Elephant Art
Space, Los Angeles, CA; Present Company, NYC; Slag
Gallery, NYC; Nudashank, Baltimore, MD; and Civilian
Art Projects, Washington, DC. Tillman is represented by
Asya Geisberg Gallery in New York.
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Lac
Resin
Collaborative
Susan Firestone, Junaid, Shellac, not just bangles
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Sirens
“The experience of being in Jaipur has opened my eyes
to lac which is a traditional resin taken from trees that
attract particular insects. I have collaborated with an artist,
Mohammad Junaid whose family has been making lac
bangles and art objects finishes for seven generations.
From my drawings, we formed unique symbolic shapes
by heating small areas of colored resin over a charcoal
burner. I am drawn to the bright red, hot pink, turquoise,
and golden colors of resin which was new to me. I was also
fortunate to work at the Sukriti Studio and sculpt female
votives in clay that have been cast in bronze.

Susan
Firestone

“A bronze image of Vishnu emerging from the jaws of a
fish, referenced the Indian story and caught my attention
in the Craft Museum in Delhi. I was inspired by the rich

Hindu mythology to make small sculptures in red lac of
female forms that could be worn as jewelry. Also, in my
larger mixed media assemblages, I juxtapose hand made
objects with colorful fabrics and found objects which
suggest a story through their association? A female
figure is the central protagonist and a visual story of her
challenges or dilemmas unfolds in and environment that I
enclose in a glass or Plexiglas box.
I am interested in the mythologies of world cultures as the
concerns, conflicts, and confrontations reflect universal
human situations and I attempt to capture a moment of
transition and offer that offers new possibilities.”

New York, USA

Dr. Susan Paul Firestone, New York USA, Art in
Healing an artist and art therapist, a Phd in Expressive
therapies and Junaid Lac Craftsman, 7 generations of
crafting Lac.
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Jaipur
Rugs
Collaborative

Saks Afridi, Carpet Language, Artisans Artists, Weave together
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About Jaipur Rugs
“Let goodness, fairness and most importantly, love prevail
in business; profits will inevitably follow.” – NK Chaudhary
Nand Kishore Chaudhary (NKC) founded the idea of Jaipur
Rugs in 1978 working beside 9 artisans on two looms.
He started his business on principles of dignity. Over the
years his simple idea has grown into a network of 40,000
artisans across India and clientele across 40 countries
of the world who subscribe to a common philosophy of
responsible manufacturing.
NKC’s greatest work has been in subverting centuries old
practices that shunned the poor, women and artists. He
has brought dignity back to the craft of rug making. ”My
vision is to link our grassroots with global buyers and create
shared value for both.” - Nand Kishore Chaudhary

Jaipur Rugs Foundation (JRF) was founded in 2004 by
Nand Kishore Chaudhary under the Rajasthan Public Trust
Act. The overall work mandate of JRF is to reach out to
remote rural areas and establish bonds with the village
communities, enabling them to start weaving not just rugs
but also their own lives.
Such weaving of lives is done Via two intertwined vertical:
‘entrepreneurship development’ and ‘social development’.
Whereas the entrepreneurship development vertical
focuses on the economic well-being of the artisans
and their communities through skill development and
livelihood support, the social development vertical
focuses on their social well-being through interventions,
awareness generation and linkages. These two
complement each other and facilitate the artisans to
advance in their development trajectories.
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Molten Gold
“Water is a precious”
Pakistani Born US based artist, Saks Afridi is a
multidisciplinary artist whose work deals with a
collaborative 2-fold art practice. While most of his work
involves digital and technology based graphic rendering,
he is equally involved with traditional artists from several
countries such as Pakistan and middle east.
For his installation at the Jaipur Kala Chaupal called ‘Liquid
Gold’, Saks attempts to create a traditional hand woven rug
touching on subtle tones of blue and brown color palettes.
In the middle the artist portrays a golden droplet dripping
down to draw parallels between the value of water.

The creative process of Saks starts with him
conceptualizing his art on the computer and transferring
it into a ‘language that the viewer understands and relates
to’ through collaborations.
The entire piece takes months to complete with the weavers
starting the art from the ground up. Despite not being able
to finish Liquid gold in time for the exposition, Saks is still
excited for showcasing it as a work in progress, an idea he
feels is the true reflection of an artist’s creative process.

Saks
Afridi
New York

Saks Afridi, is a multi-disciplinary artist. Born in Pakistan
and raised in several countries, he now lives and works in
New York City.
Saks’s art practice is two-fold: Collaborative and Personal.
His personal work investigates the predicaments and
perplexities of the life of an ‘Insider Outsider’. This is the
practice of achieving a sense of belonging while being
out of place, finding happiness in a state of temporary
permanence, and re-contextualizing existing historical
and cultural narratives with the contemporary. His
collaborative work tackles themes around human rights,
Islamophobia, drone warfare and social justice in general.
Saks comes to art with a background in advertising, as
a Creative Director on brands such as Mercedes-Benz
and MTV. He studied at the Academy of Art and later
sculpture at the Art Students League of New York. He
speaks English, Arabic, Urdu and Pashto.
A random fact about him. He once also studied Hair and
Make Up at the Paul Mitchell Institute. And no, you can’t
call him Zohan.
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Art in
Public
Spaces

Public-Private Art Collaborative, Suresh K Nair, Muralist
Mukhyamantri Jal Swalambhan Abhiyan (MJSA)
IGNP Building Jaipur
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Features Of The Mukhyamantri Jal
Swalambhan Abhiyan (MJSA) Campaign
> Making villages self-sufficient in water & creating
“Islands of Excellence”.
> Four year program, each phase of one year.
> Launched across 295 Blocks of 33 districts.
> People’s participation.
> Mobilizing financial resources from multiple sourcesLine Departments, NGOS, Corporate houses, Religious
Trusts, Nonresident villagers, Social groups etc.
> Use of technology.
> Construction of low cost water harvesting structures
on watershed approach.

Program Objective
> Emergence of self-water reliant villages
> Increase in groundwater level, availability of surface
flow in the main stream of watershed and availability
of drinking water
> Increase in irrigated area, cultivable area and crop
production
> Change in the cropping pattern
> Reduction in suspended sediments in flowing water of
main streams and reduction in depletion of ground water
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Fluid Ecstasy
A public art project for the Jaipur city
“I started doing murals in public spaces in Indian states 25
years ago. I have always done artworks on the theme of 5
elements, here in Jaipur I am working on the concept of ‘The
body and hands in water’ – Water is a universal element.

The work which I have done at the Nahar Bhawan is
representative of river and natural elements like river images
made by mirrors and other element made by cement.”

Suresh
K Nair
India

Suresh K Nair was born and brought up in Kerala.
An alumnus of Film and Television Institute of
India (FTII) Pune and Visva Bharati University, he
is currently teaching art in the department of
painting at Banaras Hindu University (BHU). Nair
has acquired a major presence in art spaces both
in India and abroad for his Kerala-style murals.
His monumental painting Cosmic Butterfly was
exhibited in Essl Museum,Vienna, Austria in 2010.
He has been awarded the Kerala Lalithakala
Akademi award from the government of Kerala,
Elizabeth Green Shield Foundation Scholarship
and Earth Day network award (Washington) along
with various exchange programmes and research
projects. He and his students are actively involved
in promoting art through various public art projects
like turning shabby walls and neglected garbage
dump sites into beautiful wall murals.
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ArtFashion
& Social
Impact

Taika by Poonam Bhagat | A human chain of water lines |
Indigo-Aqueducts | Models by Abhimanyu Singh Tomar | Styleskool

Taika by Poonam Bhagat
TAIKA , established 1991 , means “magic” in Finnish.
Stringent quality control and emphasis on styling , color
coordination and impeccable embroidery techniques
have helped us create a niche for ourselves, sustain it and
grow from strength to strength.
Fabrics used are natural pure fibres and usually handwoven.
India is a veritable treasure trove of textiles so why not dip
into it and pull out the best? Tawny tussars, matka silks,
khadi, gossamer chanderis, crisp cottons, linens and raw
silks are used to create a rich and fine tapestry.
A human chain of Water lines
Fashion makes a statement on the human race
engagement with water -colour indigo, symbolic
language, sustainable fabric, spatial connects-from
auditorium to galleries-Sphatic & Chatrudik. The models
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walk with Rajasthani percussionists to create the feeling of
a flowing river.
Style Skool is the brainstorm and vision of Abhimanyu
Singh Tomar a fashion stylist, choreographer and catwalk
trainer. With a multidimensional personality, he aims to
promote the local talent of Jaipur.
Style Skool is a Jaipur based ‘Premiere Grooming Academy
and Model Management Agency’, making waves in the
national arena. Just 3 batches old, it has already provided
a couple of known faces in domestic fashion circuit.
Its models have walked the famous ramps, & have been
selected in Miss India World, Miss Diva Universe & Mr.
India. They have been shot for the well known designers,
stylists & photographers and have appeared for editorials,
runways et al.
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SCOPE
OF WORK
& ARTIST
STATEMENTS
Sculptures | Installations | Paintings | Filmmaking | Photography

Sculptures

Banana Peel Vessel
Fiberglass
The pot represents rural traditions and urban disregard
for the environment and is also the form of a goddess in
some parts of India. Symbolically a pot represents values
of protection, conservation. The earth has been ploughed

for hundreds of years and water has been drawn for a
variety of needs that have not changed. The real relevance
of old values is the inspiration it gives to the present.

Shubhika
Lal
India

Shubhika Lal is a thoroughly exposed Indian artist
who has exhibited all over the world. She has a
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree and won the Best
Sculpture Award, AIFACS in 2007.
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Sculptures

SETU – The medium of a good relationship
Kota
Through the water drop shaped opening, the viewer
can see nature and ponder the connection between
themselves, water and the natural world. Water is essential
as without it nature and people cannot exist. Where there
is water there is also Peace.

Laxman
Bhujel
Nepal

Renowned sculptor from Nepal, well known for
his Langkawi Quill, life size statues of martyrs of
Sukhani, political & social activist late Rupchandra
Bista, leader Jaya Govinda Shah & Yogi Narahari
Acharya.
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Sculptures

“This artwork is about a woman like a deity and mother
of our land, who reminds us of one of the most important
element in the world – Water. This Symbol of the Goddess
and the water of life is found in the mythology of culture all
over the world including my home country of Lithuania. It’s
important to consider this is our current plastic age.”

Eimutis
Markūnas
Lithuania

He participates in the development of installations,
paintings, post objects, stained-glasses exhibitions
since 1983. Through many years of creating art
he became an excellent artist in variety ways of
different art techniques.
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Installations

POND - The Innate Bond
Cotton threads, Earthen pots, Marigold flowers, water, leaves, Cardboard, Balloon
Thar is the most densely populated desert in the world
despite receiving rainfall as low as 160mm per annum
and groundwater. The water is mostly saline and is found
100 meters below the surface. The reason life has been
possible here is only because of it’s rainwater harvesting
systems. The desert communities measure the scarce
rainfall not in centimeters, inches or feet but in millions of
raindrops. These countless small, crystal-like drops assure
them that nature had provided enough water. Their focus
is therefore on catching these radiant drops.

Lyla
FreeChild

My work is inspired by a 2000 years old tattoo symbolizing
the existential significance of rainwater harvesting in
Rajasthan, called “Talaab (or Sita Baawadi).”

What is life-giving for the society cannot be said to be
lifeless. Life was perceived in the ponds or water bodies
in general and the society raised its fabric of life around
them. Ponds were considered as a miniature Pilgrimage. It
was an integral part of people’s heart and their vision. Be it
an occasion of weal or woe, ponds were built!
Talaab is a tangible expression of the Rajasthanian
philosophy of water. The literal meaning of the word
talaab in Hindi is a pond or a pool but it is also a 2000
years old tattoo, usually tattooed in the inner part of
calves by the Sahariya community.

India

Hailing from the Pink City (Jaipur, Rajasthan, India),
Lyla considers herself a nomad in the journey of life.
She has a formal degree in Engineering, but she has
carved her own path by responding to her inner
calling of expressing herself through art. She has
chosen to learn by making and walking her own
path, in which she found co-travelers and mentors,
who have provided a nurturing support. She has
been on this whirlwind romance since 2014 with
the age-old craft of Blue Pottery, exploring it’s finer
nuances and creating deep and intimate narrative
works around gender and sexuality that go beyond
the decorative aspect of this art and provoke us to
deconstruct and reconstruct our notions of gender
and sexuality.
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Installations

Distorted Expression
Decorative sequences, Thread, Wood, Fiber casted frame
The mirror is a medium of self-perception and narcissistic
reassurance of one’s self, while it is also a threshold leading
to a parallel universe or a different modality of existence,
here it functions as a means of expanding one’s mind.

Gunjan
Tyagi

The mirror is a synthetic object and water is an essential
element of life, both reflecting the transience of existence.
While the mirror is a reflection of the reality, water draws
a stark contrast in presenting a distorted image. In this
piece, I am blurring the line between self-reflection and
self-perception. When one sees themselves in the mirror
they get to see beauty, humanity, sensual pleasure,

passion for finery and vanity. The mirror is a beautifully
handcrafted object that shows the futility of all human
ambition. When one sees in water they see themselves
distorted. Water dissects you into many small beautiful
parts. And in essence, that’s what we are made of and
that’s who we will always be.
In this work, I have tried to create a mirror. When one
looks into it they see many forms and a blurred image of
self. The Image that the viewer sees is just a reflection of
time. Here, the mirror is used as a metaphor of existence
that opens up a conflicted space of possession.

India

Gunjan Tyagi is a Delhi based artist whose work
explores themes of identity, roots, relationship
between human, natural and social environment
through mixed-media sculptures, site-specific
installation, video, photographs, paintings and
collaboration. Having trained in various sculpture
and paintings based disciplines, her works range
from large site-specific installations to small
interdisciplinary sculptures and paintings and video
works. Described as “simulation objects” her work
eliminates the boundary between usable items
and sculpture — bringing together the functional
with the aesthetic. Gunjan Tyagi, did her Masters in
painting from Sir. J.J. School of Arts, Mumbai, She is
a young visual artist and experienced in organizing
workshops and residency programs, Gunjan Tyagi
practices Public & nature art by attending several
international art program. She has installed her
works in Hungary, Japan and South Korea. Apart
from being a Treasurer of TREES.
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Installations

Extinction Installation
Silicon, Film & collected step well water
My works are ‘self-process’ aiming to evoke questions
in order to reexamine our understanding of the ‘self’. I
consider this process to be successful if it could preserve
the complexity of the very general yet ambiguous
question of ‘who I am.’ Central to the idea of the
self-process is the interrogation, and perhaps even

transformation, of the innate or acquired thresholds,
which, unbeknownst to us, have already formed the
internal and external boundaries of our conception of the
self. In other words, the viewer is hoped to experience an
in-between space where the prede ned ‘self’ goes through
a transitional process.

Pooyan
Hashmi Tari
Iran

Pooyan is a Phd in Civil Engineering from Iran.
Pooyan blends technical aspects of engineering to
create a beautiful blend of precision and art. Some
of his achievements include Ontario Graduate
Scholarship (OGS) Award, Government of Ontario,
2011-2012, Western University Scholarship,
2006-2012.
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Printmaking

Water is both friend and foe.
Life giver and destroyer.

Grete
Marstein
Norway

The sound of water cascading over the cliffs, the sea waves
battling the shores, the singing sound from the creek
glittering amidst the trees and foliage, the silent mirror
surfaces of the large lakes in the forests and up in the
mountains, are all strong images of my country.

Wood cuts as art form, is very common and old in
Norway. These tree panels are cut in pine wood. And as
the tradition is in my country, we study the wood and
want to create our images in collaboration with and not
against the identity of the wood.

In Norway we have always had enough water, on the
west coast it can rain 270 days a year, and in the inland
with little rain they have through centuries made intricate
system channeling water from the glaciers up in the
mountains down to the dry valleys. But now with the
changing climate we get more rain than before. Crops
fail due to too much water, rain in the winter make the
glaciers shrink, and wet winters are creating cracks in the
mountain sides and cause large landslides. Old farmland
and villages are not safe anymore.

I brought these wood cuts for an exhibition in Chengdu
in China, also a country with age long traditions in wood
cuts. But their way of cutting in the wood is very different,
they impose their images onto hard wood using it to
remake already made images. Realizing that in some
ways, my wood cuts were more related to the Chinese
ink painting tradition, these prints were mounted as silk
scrolls in China, the way they usually present their ink
paintings on paper.

Waterfalls are for me the essence of the powerful nature.
It is a positive image of nature’s continuity and relentless
energy. I can sit by a waterfall for hours, listening to
the song of the water and watching the ever changing
patterns of water and light.

These three scrolls as they are hanging here, has become a
fusion of Norwegian and Chinese art forms.

Grete Marstein conveys impressions of nature. Not
so often magnificent scene contractions that here,
but dynamic processes, changing seasons, trees
growing sea change from silent to waves, detailed
in eternal cycle. She is concerned with the abstract
in nature, moods, sound, air and light.
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Paintings

Vanished Rivers of Rajasthan
Mixed Media
The artwork has been created to depict the four major
rivers that have vanished or gone underground into the
Rajasthan desert which is a part of the Thar desert.
The main river which was considered to be a mythological
river is Saraswati. It was mentioned in our ancient sacred
texts but then no traces of it ever found. Now exhaustive
research has found proof that it originated in the Himalayas
and descended westwards . it is believed it submerged or
went underground into the Rajasthan desert.

Premila
Singh

The other three rivers the Hakar . Luni and Ghaggar
originatdd in the Aravallies and got lost in their journeys
vanishing into the desert sands. I have tried to create an
abstract piece of art using the actual sand of the desert
of Rajasthan. The four rivers have been painted in four
different colours . . i have also used marble dust which is a
byproduct of the marble statues created in Jaipur. This is a
thriving industry of Jaipur.
I use long flowing lines in my abstract artworks. As I feel
that life should flow smoothly like a river devoid of jagged
edges that mar human relationships.

India

A self-taught artist who has spent the last two
decades in various African countries. Indian born,
she has been based primarily in South Africa
but has extensively travelled into many African
countries. Her works are strongly influenced by
African colours and imagery, focused on the people
of Africa and their total involvement in their simple
day–to-day living. An International artist, she is
looking to create International bridges with the
Indian arts.
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Paintings

Stepwells sing songs of seduction
Acrylic and ink on canvas
Water has tremendous meaning for the inhabitants of
a desert state. Rajasthan is probably the only desert in
the world to have permanent inhabitants. They have
marvelous, ingenious and absolutely beautiful stepwells,
all over the state and more so, closer to the forts and
palaces, constructed by various rulers. My visit to the
Nahargarh Fort stepwell was astounding in its revelation
of technological innovation and sheer artistry of
construction. The preservation and redevelopment of this
technology will benefit people and societies for years to come.

Manjri
Varde

My painting depicts the symmetry, geometry and the
starkness of the stepwells.

The lotus, which rises and blooms from water bodies,
represents nature in its entirety. My calligraphic words are
relevant and immersed in the joy and abundance of water.
‘Water, gentle rain, thunderstorm, stormy seas, lapping
waves, still ponds, deep stillness, quiet happiness.
Ferocious rivers, gentle streams, fierce drama, singing
lakes, towering fountains.
Stepwells sing songs of seduction.
Kui, Kua, matki, ghaghar, try to contain the waterfalls of
joy and abundance!!’

India

Manjri Varde, a commercial art graduate from
Sophia Polytechnic, is an avid painter; in a
passionate relationship with culture, colours and
calligraphy. The combined fascination for these
extended to digital printing on fabrics – anything
that can be draped – sarees, scarves, stoles and
skirts! Taking Sanskrit chants from the Bhagwad
Gita, or quotes by Kahlil Gibran or the famous
Afghani Sufi saint Rumi, Manjri writes them in
English using the AumAkshar – a unique font she
invented to write English in the Devnagari style.
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Paintings

TEAR DROPS
Mixed media: oil on canvas, blown glass tears, and wood.
I use tear drops made of blown glass against an oil painted
canvas. These tear drops are used in México during Holly
week, on altars to Virgin Mary, symbolizing the tears she
shed for her loved son.
It is my intention to create consciousness on the
importance of taking care of every single drop of water,
if not, every single drop we waste might become a tear
longing for water.

Margarita
Chacón Bache
México

Her work is a synthesis of reality with a touch of
abstraction, interpretations of nature, landscapes,
memories, sounds, feelings, translated into shape
and colour, that explode on canvas or paper
creating a strong visual effect inviting the viewer
into her inner world, where light and intense
colours are her means of expression.
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Paintings

Our Mind is Like the Ocean
The inverted triangle is a symbol of water in alchemy,
suggesting a downward flow. The downward point of the
triangle is an ancient symbol of femininity, called Sakti.
Water is one of the four alchemical elements and is also
the second element in the Indian system of 5 elements,
Panchabhuta. Both of these systems begin with water, or
the ocean, as a symbol of life and creation.

Tatiana
Biziukova

An Ocean of Void, Still and Silent is potentiality –
paradoxically pregnant with life. Vishnu – the unmanifested consciousness lies in the infinite ocean on a
coiled snake that is un-manifested space and time. Out
of his navel arises a lotus. Out of the lotus arises Brahma –
the Cosmic Intelligence. Brahma meditates and the entire
world is created.

India-Russia
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JUST FLOW 1, JUST FLOW 2
oil diptych.

Miglė
KosinskItė

I started a series of paintings called Deep Diving”, which
is very similar to “JUST FlOW” after making a pilgrimage
to the Himalayas last year. During that trip, I participated
in several bathing ceremonies in the Ganges in Haridwar,
Rishikesh, and Devprajag. By putting myself in the cold
and very clear water of the Ganges, I was trying to release
all my worries and troubles and to feel the transformative
power of Mother Ganges and to fill myself with new
strong energies. And now, one year later, I recognize many
changes in my life. I believe the power of sacred river as it
was a part of a long process of developing myself, finding
God and connecting with the universe. This is the main
idea of my paintings.

Lithuania

Lithuanian artist’s Migle Kosinskaite paintings are
very theatrical. Every painting is a one act play. M.
Kosinskaite’s style – romantic surrealism. Favorite
tool – paradox, but the characters – decadent
beauty, comes from the art deco and a silent film.
“Queen of spades” and “Salome” intoxicating
as muse and cold, like jellyfish. Although these
“brutal” ladies do not attack men aggressively, only
cover themselves with animal fur as “goose bumps”,
of course, that is a feminist product, appearing
from different angles for women and men.
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“Water to Evoke Water” Variform, Water Mirror
Paintings on paper, various sizes, watercolor and acrylic, paper
Painting can be described as an art of colored mud and
pigments mixed with a fluid medium and applied to a flat
or shaped surface to dry. In these paintings, I use water
to evoke water, to attempt to paint the look of water and
even the metaphorical sound of water. My intention is to
play with water imagery, to improvise form and color in a
liquid lyrical abstraction. The paintings are intended to be
contemplated slowly over time.
VARIFORM combines wet brushstrokes and swathes of
color, with drips, lines and enigmatic shapes. The center

dot of blue is the focus of the painting. It is the idea of
water; it is the planet earth; it is an eye, it is you.
WATER MIRROR is an abstraction of fluid blue in a
rounded form. The intention of the painting is to
portray turbulence and motion within a clean and calm
environment. Depending on the viewer the painting may
evoke a range of ideas, such as a mirror, or an egg, ora
Shiva linga, or another symbol. When you look at the
painting as a mirror, you are water.

Daniel
Sharp
Canada

Daniel Sharp is an artist based in Ottawa Canada.
His concept for the residency is to create paintings
in acrylic on canvas and paper that express a sense
of the flow and fluidity of water in poetic and lyrical
beauty. The abstract paintings will be composed of
a combination of washes and coloured line. Sharp is
interested in learning from and collaborating with
other artists.
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The Circle of Life.
Two 4x4 feet stretched canvas, Two scrolls 24x63 inches
Sitting by the pond in our garden has become a part
of my life and necessity for my creative life. The act of
watching and listening to the water sounds has immense
meditative and, therefore, healing effect on a human
body. We are mesmerized by gentle movements created
by living creatures there and leaves floating in tranquility.
Without those quiet moments in nature, we easily lose our
balance and become overwhelmed by over-stimulating
modern lifestyle. In that state, we cannot function and we
become a part of the pollution.

Alla
Dickson

Another part of such meditative and purifying
observation is seeing leaves having their last float at the
end of Michigan summer. They tell me the story of their
lives before they submerge in the pond waters. They lay
there in peace to further give their lives for creating a soil
for new lives and abundance in nature and, therefore,
become the living source for humankind.

Those purifying times remind me about a circle of life,
balance, generosity, and harmony.
The creation of scrolls was not a part of my initial plan but
has become a subconscious necessary and logical creative
step in painting water. The raw form of the canvas has
connected me with the ancient times. One scroll reflects
abundant river flow and another- the opposite. Installation
of the plastic waterfall is meant to be interactive: I would
like to invite people to tie knots at the end of each string
reminding all of us that we are a part of nature and have
just as immense an effect in it as nature on us.
We are a significant part of the circle of life.

USA

Born in Belarus, Russia, I am a self-taught, awardwinning artist who believes in the art of living
with joy and the freedom of expression! Using my
favorite medias, watercolors and oil on canvas, I
want to portray the positive energy I create and
share this positive energy by teaching adults and
students in my private home studio.
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Fractile Heritage
Acrylics – high gloss, bule de agua (gourds), water, lights
My intention to express the heritage from Mexico to
The gourd/vessel, use colors of waters are like continents,
the community of artists who communicate through the
language of art water. The gourds represent the different
artists from different countries. I pour the water to join us
all in a river of the language and flow and rhythm of water,
color, I brought the gourds from Mexico.

Water, hands and the body are the three elements in my
work. I paint with my hands, I don’t use brushes. All of my
work is created with gestural, kinetic movements. I these
three elements.
The gourd vessels will travel across the canvas, and wall to
the floor.

Salomon
Cohen
Mexico

Born in Mexico City. Formed as an artist since 1990
over 25 years ago is devoted entirely to this activity.
It has more than 150 solo and group exhibitions
both his talent has been exhibited in major cities
such as Miami, Berlin, Panama, New York, Chicago,
Puerto Rico, Los Angeles, Mexico, Central and
South America.
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Water Museum
5 boxes, wood & acrylic
A museum is an abode of history, historical monuments,
all the necessary, vital and important information to be
acknowledged by every new generation. It houses the
brilliant past narrating the once glorified events of that era.

Manish
Sharma

Life with water and life without water is a crucial issue and
needs an immediate action to save mother planet and
all of life. Water dominates life, generates life and cannot
be produced sufficiently once lost. The biggest threat to
mankind today is not the loss of natural resources but the
diminishing level of drinking water. 90% of the natural
water resources have already been exhausted and most of
it remains unknown owing to the unproductive use of H2o.

I very humbly try to shift the focus on the importance of
water through my installations. In order to help save the
planet with its current available water - resources vital for
the very existence of life, I depict the lost sources of water
and the endangered sources in a form of museum titled
“water museum”.
The water museum is an alarm for each of us to save water
from becoming part of a museum. May we never be
blessed with these lines by an ancient mariner:
“Water, water everywhere but not a drop to drink”.

India

Born in Bikaner, Raj, India, Manish Sharma is a
professional, state 7 nation award winning artist.
Art is a journey of your own experience and in his
work he shares his lost memories and experiences
of his native place. His work talks about culture and
identity, loss of our heritage.
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Five Elements: Water, Earth, Air, Sky, Fire
Mixed media
Combining traditional Buddhist images in a
contemporary way, I intend to show that when there is
a disturbance in one element, all of them are affected.
Every element gets polluted.

I choose the Buddhist elements as a healing element of
peace. Through my continuance of Newar Paubha Painting,
I preserve the Buddhist tradition in a modern way.

Nepal is the origin of pure water in the Himalayas and
is the transit area in Asia. Especially due to pure water
scarcity, there is a concern about a World War.

Mukesh
Shrestha
Nepal

Mukesh Shrestha’s paintings are dominantly
related to the Hindu and Buddhist religious shrines
and spirituality. He captures various events from
the Buddha’s life like the nativity, renunciation,
meditation, enlightenment and preaching. He
has also portrayed five transcendental Buddhas in
their respective colours- Ratnasambhav in yellow,
Akshobhya blue, Vaairochana white, Amitaabha
red, and Amoghsiddhi green. Lotus, wheel
and vajra are recurrent symbols in his works.
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From the Circle ‘Far and Away – I & II
Acrylic on canvas & Oil on canvas
The horizon is a magical intersection between the sky
and water, between the heavenly grace and earthly falls,
between black and white. Untouchable, uncatchable,

unacquirable. The closer you approach it the further it
recedes. It always maintains a sight-length distance from
you.

Audrius
Grazys
Lithuania

The Lithuanian painter Audrius Gražys appears
is one of the most prolific and original visual
artists of his generation. A painter of nearly
classical precision and discipline, he also possesses
masterful brushwork and quite a sensitive touch
when employing numerous elements of artistic
expression.
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Untitled
Landscape (Mountains)
Landscape (Mountains) – Many rivers originate from the
western Ghats – Kaveri + Kannike + Harangi + Bhavani +
Amaravati + Noyel. The second piece by the artist depicts

first showers also known as the Maungaro male. This
is followed by a blast of overwhelming greens which is
beautifully felt through his work.

Bhavani GS
India

My recent work is part of an ongoing exploration
of River Kaveri, its Tributaries, River banks, Forest
and it’s textures, order, structure and matter of the
natural world. I travelled along the River Kaveri
from its origin Talakaveri in Kodagu to Pompuhar
in Tamilnadu state where the river merges with
the ocean Bay of Bengal. My works are also about
my ‘self’; a kind of personal journey into the
sub-conscious; an expression of the deep urge to
unravel my own being; Nature gives us life and
energy, opportunities to meditative silent prayer or
unbelievable experiences of beauty.
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Tactile colour & haute couture
Gray rain, My paintings “ Serenity and “Silence
Born in 1978 in Bailundo, Huambo Province in Angola.
Lives and works in Luanda, Angola.
In this work in particular for the residence Kala Chaupul,
I tried to explore the boundaries between the immediate
and the already established m ine artistic production. In
which I used to it the viewer’s attention. And what it is for

the artist, moving in a platform like this so ambiguous,
that is the creation and intuition. To take me into a nearby
idiosyncratic discovery scenario. Since these paintings
were painted in a short span of time. The question that
arises in my production is: How to continue the same
narrative, without fail or stagnate my own work?

Hildebrando
De Melo
Angola

Hildebrando Teixeira Mesquita de Melo took the
painting course at Associação de Lameiras in VN
Famalicão, Portugal. He was distinguished with
the 35º Angola award, as the personality who
contributed the most in 2008 in the visual arts.
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“Thinking about thinking”
“Melting”
These two pieces are about Kalyuga and the disapproving
material world, melting illusions, stopping the time. I have
intermingled the core idea with the process with which I

have created these pieces. I created a complete picture at
first and then destroyed it using some natural processes to
showcase how tragic world is.

Mindaugas
Juodis
Lithuvania

His work appears as dreamlike images in which
fiction and reality meet, and time, both past and
present, fuse. With the use of abstraction, he tries
to seduce the viewer into a world of balance and
the stream of daily events depicted to punctuate
and find meaning in everyday life.
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Reflection in water Diggi Palace
Reflection in water
These two pieces depict the common theme of life
through water. The element of water is known to harbor
new life. The first brings to life this element by associating
it with the rich heritage of the Pink City at the Diggi

Palace. The second piece complements this theme by a
rather rural/ countryside rendition by Mr. Bhavesh Zala as
a watercolor artist.

Bhavesh
Zala
India

Artist from Bhavnagar, Gujarat. I see history
through present form of every living and stills. I
have always tried to bring ancient art alive in its
own contemporary form.
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An Indian Story- Hikaia Hindia, Cosmic Self-Portraits #1 and #2
Water Women #1 and #2, Women at the Riverside #1 and #2
I like to draw the human figure and especially faces. Faces
attract me for the way they show the identity of a person.
The history of a place is imprinted in the faces of the
people. After faces, I work on the movement of the body.
For me, the human body is connected to the earth. The
body grows from the earth, like a tree. The earth is like the
mother who gives birth to us all.

One grows from the land and culture of your home.
The character of people comes from the land, the
environment, and their culture. This is what I paint.
I sometimes think my country has too many hills and
mountains. We feel anxious to see farther, to obtain a
long view. For this reason, when I travel where I can see
great distances, like in India, I get a great energy that is
expressed in my paintings.

Kamal
Abu
Halaweh
Jordan

A talented, passionate and hardworking artist who
has a long track record of creating original pieces
of art work, through a variety of mediums. Kamal
comes to you from a strong artistic background,
with a history of excellent craftsmanship and with
the ability to create art for either sale or exhibition.
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“ Serenity and “Silence : between water and sky”
They are 4 dimensional: 3d of visual space + invisible
but tactile perception which needs some temporary et
personalized contemplation. They offer the luxury of
combining freedom with inner strength. This alliance
characterizes all my colour works, makes you plunge
into the inside of yourself in a splendid contemplation. I
create an image like a new impressionist which imbued
with poetry where love and dreamlike fantasy prevail
reminding us of Monet’s impressionism, Chagall’s
romantic colors or Kandinsky’s improvised compositions.

Architectures evolution of colored strata in constant
transformation, beauty unsuspected by nature, the
interaction of forms... It is towards this universe of
harmony that visitors were entailed. Everything lies in
the pondering of both visual and tactile beauties, which
conceal thus created space. A perception an eye discovers
which is then transfigured and transformed by the feeling
of touch. This art, beyond the visible, enriches us by its
power and its self-fulfillment.

Larissa
Noury
France

Her artwork offers the luxury of combining
freedom with inner strength. This alliance
characterizes all her works, imbued with poetry
where love and dreamlike fantasy prevail;
reminding us of Monet’s impressionism, Chagall’s
paintings with romantic colors or Kandinsky’s
compositions by improvised movements.
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DIGGI MAZE 1 & 11
My paintings created at Jaipur Kala Chaupal, 2017 are
primarily based on my experience at the Diggi palace.
My 1st day was like something out of a theatrical play .
It felt as if i was entering an elaborate stage set . From
wide stairs to narrow ones and from colorful arches to
incandescent corners. For me, Diggi palace served as a
large intricate and beautiful maze. Walking around the
venue, I found myself exploring the space as if Diggi
Palace hid from me many secrets of its own; and being

lost on my 2nd day, I found numerous ways to reach my
room. My paintings portray my fascination with the palace
and its most wonderful architecture. If the first painting is
an exposition of fantastical hues,then the second one is a
monochromatic representation of my perception.

Babita
Das
India

After acquiring Master of Fine Arts (Printmaking)
degree from Viswa Bharati University (1992), She
has gone on to achieve an invitation from Ministries
of Culture and of Education of France and regional
Councils to perform various workshops and shows (5
– 28 March 2004) in Guadeloupe, French West Indies.
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Water journey to Jaipur
Digital Photographic prints on canvas
Every droplet of rain falling in any place on earth is the
messenger of life. However, these droplets peregrinate
a long journey in order to fertilize the life on the earth
and to create various cultures and civilizations. In the
subcontinent of India, the journey starts from the shores
of Indian Ocean. The masses of rain clouds travel a very
long path towards the Himalayan mountains. As they
return, they water vast lands of India. They are the very

rain that travels through the west dry lands of regions like
Rajasthan and keeps Jaipur clean and green.
In these series of photos, the path of rain clouds is
displayed from Goa in the south of India, towards the high
Himalaya mountains in Nepal and on a ground travel, in
the return to Jaipur. This is the very path that has formed
people, their hopes, their fears and their culture.

Alireza
Jamshidi
Iran

I am a Tehran-based Iranian artist, born in Tehran
in 1975. I have been practicing photography since
1991 in various genres and themes. Beside my art
practice, I am also involved in teaching art theories
in two universities in Iran.
In my art practice, I aim to freeze moments and
simple spaces which comprise more ambiguous,
philosophical, psychological as well as humanistic
content, in such way that human being’s
subjectivity is present with or without its imagery.
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Matka: A Portrait of Traditional Water Carriers
Series of digital photograph inkjet prints
Gratitude to the Kala Chaupal Artists who collaborated
with me to create these images.
The KALA Chaupal Residency has been a platform to
explore human relations to water with a focus on the
sacred qualities of water in contemporary times. Observed
both in India and among the First Nations in Canada is a
foundational understanding of water’s spiritual qualities
and a deeply held respect for water. Somewhere along the

way, the water that comes from the faucet in my home
lost its sacredness. During the residency, I have engaged
with both the Indian culture and the international artists
in collaboration to explore the most ancient and essential
human relationship with water.

Barbara
Brown
CANADA

Barbara Brown trained as a visual artist at the
Nova Scotia College of Art and Design (now
NSCAD University) and completed her graduate
work at what is now Manchester Metropolitan
University, England. Brown’s current work –
ephemeral photographic compositions of natural
materials – are created as visual meditations
in and of the landscape. Her work deals with
memory and the passage of time which references
the growing season and the inevitable decline
of all things, as observed in the garden. Through
her artistic practice she is negotiating a new and
different relationship with the earth, one that finds
a point of view from within the land.
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Collaborative
While at Jaipur Kala Chaupal I have focused on the local
artisans, whose hard work and skills have been integral in
bringing the final pieces of the exhibition to completion.
Due to the grand scope of the residency, I felt that
portraits of the artisans in their workspaces would serve as

a depiction of the human element impacted by the water
crisis in Jaipur. By focusing on the artisans, my portraits
aim to elevate them to the level of appreciation that they
deserve. Without their crucial behind-the-scenes element
the artist’s expression could not happen.

Ethan
Browning
USA

Ethan Browning is a professional photographer
based out Brooklyn, New York. He studied
at CORCORAN COLLEGE OF ART + DESIGN,
Washington, DC — B.F.A. Photojournalism, 2012.
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Depth of Divinity
Series of digital photographs
I looked into the fabled stone wells of Jaipur and realised
I was looking into subterranean temples where cultural
history and spiritual aesthetics blended in perfect
harmony. A meditative moment for the traveller in search
of the visual geometry of life. The interplay of shades and
patters across those steps of rare architectural symmetry

took me to a time when everything was sacred—and
beautiful. These images are my attempt to regain the
depth and divinity of a time in memory—but visible and
eloquent.

Parul Sharma
Jesudasan
India

Parul, one of India’s foremost communications
professionals, discovered the delights of
photography unintentionally. In the beginning, it
was a casual fascination with people and places that
she encountered in her everyday life. A high profile
corporate job had its demands, and the camera in
her smartphone offered the distractions—and, to
her own surprise, she started to love them as much
as she loved her job. Soon, the pastime became
a passion, the randomness of a hobby a seamless
passage of beauty. What her naked eyes took for
granted assumed newer levels of perception as she
began to realise the possibilities of photography,
and the sensuality of seeing. A metropolitan soul
who loved the manic rhythm of the city, Parul
suddenly sought poetry in the stillness of spaces
and shadows, in the geometry of structures and
objects. Even as she pursues her specialisation
in communications independently today, Parul
finds creative fulfilment in her new passion, which
has already made a portfolio of a rare sensibility.
The many travels and encounters of Parul have
created an alternative world - ParulScape, where
the familiar and the fantastical become one. Behold
and be enchanted.
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Breath or Souffles
Video artist fixing moments of the symposium from the
first day, trying to catch different emotions of artists
participating in a celebration of the opening, working at
the studio, traveling around Jaipur communicating with
each other.

Henrikas
Gulbinas
Lithuvania

Henrikas Gulbinas is one of Lithuania‘s very first
video artists. He started out on his own path of
creative discovery even before the Soviet Union
collapsed and before creative freedom in Lithuania
and the era of personal computers began. His
videography spans a multifarious gamut from
jazzy abstractions and videoscenography for rock
operas to jazzed-up reports from everyday life. The
artist‘s creativity manifests itself in a personal mix of
image and sound wherein the charm of marvelous
moments of life and the beauty of recontextualized
works of music unfolds.
Egidijus Aleksandravicius
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A Cross Residency Collaboration: Ana Bloom
Curatorial Associate - Lina Vincent Sunish, The Story of Space 2017

Cross
Residency

Collaboration
“A cross residency programme facilitated by Lina Vincent Sunish,
curator working with environmentally engaged arts practices.
Ana Bloom, an artist from the Story of Space Residency Goa,
participated in JKC with her project “Breath, Souffles” in which
water is explored as a philosophical and figurative lens to view
human life and conflict.”

A residency creates an interesting space within an artist’s
practice, more so when it is an international residency. A
new environment and culture, food, people and rhythm
of life can stimulate varied responses, encourage creative
thought and inspire new streams of aesthetic exploration.
It is often also a challenge, as systems of working are
different and available infrastructure may not be the same
he or she is used to.
As a prominent artist working in Paris, Ana Bloom was
invited for a residency in India as part of the Story of
Space, a festival of informal learning in Goa from October
to November 2017. The Festival brought together artists,
designers, scientists, educators and other practitioners to
explore the concept of Space in multidimensional forms.
Ana’s series of ongoing work titled “Breath” (Souffles
in French) was produced as part of the larger festival
exhibition, while her time in India would be divided
between hosting social photography workshops as well as
creating an India series for Breath. The series is a sensitive
study of the human condition, and an exploration into
the psychological and philosophical aspects of breath
as an act and a metaphor- looking at it both individually
and collectively. The artist’s unique process studies each
protagonist under the water surface, as they slowly
leave out breath from their body, and in the process
become anonymous beings distorted by the ripples in the
medium. Water, an element that humans are made up of
and that they cannot live without – can also vanquish and
dissolve anything in its pathway. It is but a breath between
life and death.

In a serendipitous way, Jaipur Kala Chaupal’s invitation,
and the theme “Our Body and Hands in the Water” was
a perfect elaboration and extension of Ana’s personal
exploration. Her innate interest and past work with
textile, and her love for block print also became part of
the investigation that the opportunity offered. As her
Curator within the festival in Goa, Lina Vincent Sunish,
also involved in environmental art practices, was able to
interact with the rest of the artist residents and participate
in a panel discussion on water.
The ‘inter-residency’ collaboration facilitated an
interaction between the two festivals, with a streamlined
sharing of ideas and work concepts with reference to
the common themes explored. Jaipur Kala Chaupal
provided a rich platform for exchange between artists
of various nationalities, and diverse practices, similar to
the experience of participants within the Story of Space.
The concept of such collaborations has great scope and
has the capacity to be experimented with in the future as
well with meaningful outcomes. Art is about sharing and
communication, it builds bridges between individuals and
communities, and can become an interface for dialogue
and collective action in the light of complex situations that
the world faces today.
- Lina Vincent Sunish
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Breath or Souffles
Lina Vincent Sunish, Curatorial Associate for Cross Residency Programme
“Breath is a photographic attempt to make the
photographic experience of what’s on the other side, of
the surface, of life, of the skin, of the mirror, of the ego, of
the camera etc. A two way trip between past and present,
life, and death. A recording of human breathing, printing
each in its singularity. Their (the protagonists) breathing
allows the appearance of a new identity, sometimes a

ghost and much more. “BREATH” plays like a metaphor of
the human condition revealed by the body’s immersion
into water, a very familiar and also unfit environment.”
Ana Bloom

Anna
Bloom
France

Ana Bloom, is a French photographer, art director
and visual artist.
She has collaborated with magazines like
Libération, Télérama, Marie Claire, and
Cosmopolitan. And been responsible for helping
build the images of popular brands like Hermes,
L’Occitane, Yves Rocher, and more.
Her art works are around the question of identity
and of our relationship with nature and the
environment. She has also worked for cultural
institutions building Artistic workshops for children
housing projects sponsored by UNICEF.
Ana’s work has been published by a number of
art magazines and collected by Contemporary
Art Fond (Seine Saint Denis) and The Berezdivin
Collection in Puerto Rico. She has been exhibited in
various galleries including Mourlot New York, Ilan
Engel Paris, Mairie de Paris, etc. She also teaches at
the international Art school Paris College of Art.
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Guru
Shishya
Programme

to influence a new breed of bright young minds from local institutes
and to give them a world window to art forms and development

An Old Indian Value
The collaborations, confluences and conversations, which
are the center of Jaipur Kala Chaupal stitched together a
narrative that told stories encouraging a wider adoption
of art in all forms. The Jaipur Kala Chaupal showcased the
old Indian value of Guru-Shishya, where an apprentice
throughout the residency and exposition to learn and
train under the guidance of the artist accompanied ach
artist. Under the aegis of the Guru Shishya Program,
the apprentices learnt great many things, from new
brushstrokes and painting styles to appreciating one’s
own creativity and that of others.
Pratibha Rajawat who apprenticed for the Lithuanian
artist, Audrius Grazys, talked about how the program

provided a platform for her to enhance her creativity and
learn new brushstroke techniques. ‘I am absolutely loving
the concept of working with a professional artist on a
personal level, opportunities like these are rare to come
by and I feel blessed to be a part of this collaborative.
“This young man is very eager to learn from all of us,
artists. He comes every day to fall off and learn a huge
variety of painting style, a rare opportunity for any
emergent artist! I must tell we are both very happy with
the final result of all collaborative rather large art piece
“Waterlilies”.” Says Alla Dickson about Siddhartha, a boy
with ADHD and a keen thirst to learn more everyday.
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Music and
Performance
Arts
Humzanama-Fantastical naarative performance by theatre actor
Danish Murtaza Hussain, Water performance by Suresh K Nair
& Alla Dickson, ‘Myriad Moods of Water’- Sveta Hattangadi
Kilpady+RigMona Jazz+Kathak, Sveta Hattangadi Kilpady+Val
Shipley+Rajasthani Folk Musicians

Performance & Narrative Art of Story telling by Danish Husain
Dastango & Humzanama at the Chaupal
Before films and television, dastangos or kissagos, were
the verbal entertainers, spread across Asia and Middle
East, around 16th century. Their audiences would sit
through the night enraptured; entangled into the tales of
aiyyari and tilism (trickery and suspense), narrated with
an overflow of lyrical Urdu vocabulary. Emperor Akbar is
said to be an accomplished dastango himself, who had
commissioned an illustrated version of the Hamzanama,
which consisted of 1,200 folios, with text inscribed at the
back, a kind of proto-television used for audio-visual
narration. The art proliferated in Lucknow post 1857 epic
battle against the British, and vanished gradually.
“When I first stumbled upon Tilism-e-Hoshruba, the most
celebrated seven-volume section of the vast Dastan-eAmir Hamza romance epic, little did I know that I was
venturing into a textual realm that has been off limits for
women since the time it first went into print over a century
ago. The tradition of reciting the Dastan-e-Amir Hamza is
called Dastangoi (the storytellers are called dastango) and
has been around for over a thousand years, from Morocco
to Indonesia, Bosnia to India. The form, however, was not
uniform everywhere. The stories of Hoshruba, for instance,
are specific to India and began floating around the mid19th century.
I never heard of this master text till much later, though I
grew up in an Urdu-Persian-dominated literary household.
My mother, Syeda Bilqis Fatema Husaini, a Persian scholar,
told me that women were discouraged from reading the
Hoshruba as it was considered morally corrupting.
When I was performing Tilism-e-Hoshruba in 2006,
however, I found nothing bawdy. Even couplets describing
women’s breasts or backs were composed with aesthetic
élan, and the audience of the over 1,000 shows that have
been held in the past decade, was always floored.
Those familiar with the Hoshruba tales would know that it
details a perennial war between Afrasiyab and his sorcerers
and Amar Aiyyaar and his army of tricksters. Both the
sorcerers and tricksters have women members in their
respective camps. The sorcerers’ army is led by Hairat,
who is Afrasiyab’s queen. The tricksters are represented by
sorceresses Mahrukh and Bahar Jadoo.
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Bahar Jadoo possesses unimaginable beauty. She is Hairat’s
sister and Afrasiyab is smitten by her. In order to please his
wife, however, he banishes Bahaar from his court. Miffed,
she joins Amar Aiyyaar’s camp. Bahaar has such magical
powers that she just wills and creates the season of spring
everywhere to entice the sorcerers. She also partakes
equally in the affairs of state and warfare.
The four principal women characters—Hairat, Maharukh,
Bahaar and Sarsar Aiyyaara—are, as Musharraf Ali Farooqi
writes in the introduction of his translation, Hoshruba:
The Land And The Tilism, “complex and powerful women
entirely comfortable with their sexuality. They hold their
own against male tricksters and sorcerers in intellect,
physical prowess and magical powers.”
The tales threaten the patriarchal social order—there is
no public space where women don’t venture. They inhabit
marketplaces, court proceedings, battle zones, performance
arenas and wilderness. They don’t seem to be burqa-clad or
hijab-wearing women. They participate in public functions
and merriment in equal measure. As I read the descriptions
of these female characters interacting with their male
counterparts, it was clear that they demonstrated agency
over every matter.
The tricksters also indulge in cross-dressing. Men
impersonate women without any stigma attached to this.
The tales transcend gender stereotypes to such an extent
that one forgets whether one is experiencing a woman
character or a male character dressed as a woman and vice
versa. The story runs over 7,000 pages and almost every
second episode has a cross-dressing scenario.
Did these characters exist in a social vacuum? The truth
is that despite the patriarchal system prevalent then, the
storytellers were aware of multiple references to women
like Ayesha, the Prophet’s wife, or Hinda, Amir Hamza’s
assassination plotter, in battlefields. Ayesha and Fatima, the
Prophet’s daughter, even entered mosques during prayers
and addressed the imams leading congregational prayers.
These then were representative of the cultural experience of
the storytellers. After reading and performing these texts, I
can only conclude that we have much to learn from them. “
-Danish Husain
Storyteller | Actor | Poet | Director
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Music Collabarative
The Myriad Moods Of Water & Folk Fusion
The Myraid Moods Of Water was an evocative
performance brought together by 3 outsatnding artists in
their own rights, Sveta Hattangdi Kilpady, Deepak Aurora
and Rigmona Band. This vocal and visual introduction
to the evening worked brilliantly towards conveying the
theme of the event- Water.
Sveta, a renowned Hindustani classical vocalist has
won several awards and recognitions in India and
Internationally including the prestigious All India Radio
prize for light classical music. She started her classical
music training from the age of three with gurus including
Late Pandit Jialal Vasant, Shrimati Manik Bhide, the
distinguished artiste and teacher of Jaipur Atrauli Gharana
and Late Dr. Aneeta Sen. Sveta regularly performs, teaches
and collaborates with Indian and international artists
and has toured across India, Malaysia, Singapore and UK
for her classical, fusion and dance collaborative shows.
Thumri - is all about water.
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Deepak Aurora is a fine and sparkling Kathak artiste
who devoted his full-time dedication to one of
India’s most revered dance forms at a very young
age. Since then, he has been performing in India and
internationally individually and through his gamut of
vibrant collaborations. Deepak, a senior disciple of Pandit
Rajendra Gangani of Jaipur Gharana of Kathak also runs
his own dance academy in Gurgaon.
RigMona formed by Rigden Yolmo, a Darjeeling-based
composer /musician is a band based in New Delhi known
for their dynamic and powerful amalgamation of inspiring
folk tunes, electronic pop with layers of jazz.
Anita Mehrotra, and I have taken great pleasure in hosting
the musical component of the Jaipur Kala Chaupal
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WATER
A live painting
Suresh K Nair a mural artist and professor at Benares
Hindu University, in collaboration with US based artist
Alla Dickson gave a special live performance on WATER.
Often known as the dancing professor, Suresh showcased
his live painting themed on the 1st edition of Jaipur Kala
Chaupal. The live performance depicted not only the
movement of water in how it weaves and flows through
life. But also showed the importance of water and how
it is not only an essential necessity for everyday life but
also something to revel in. Suresh’s performace and lie
painting jusxtaposed water as the joy of life, the source of
life that gives peace.
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Talks and
Discussions
Artist talks and Moderated panel discussions through the residency
and exposition on the curatorial subject of water, craft infusions in
art, sustainability and ecology.

Residency Talks

Residency Talks

Helen Frederick

Dr Kalpana Agrawal

Our Body and Hands in Expressive Waters

Stepping Into the Bawaries of Jaipur

“We join here at the Jaipur Kala Chaupal for two major
important reasons:
One is to share our multiple complicated histories through
our international concepts and making of objects. We are
meeting in a beautiful city where artisanship abounds and
where we can observe architecture and visual systems
and patterning of the most eloquent nature. The fact that
Jaipur’s architecture reveals and artists do so much of tile
making, architectural structure, fabric printing, clay and
jewelry works etc.by hand with such excellence, and not
only by more advanced technologies like a computer driven
CAD system for instance, illustrates that hand precision
as a tool is a testament to the human ability. We embrace
materiality, humanity and the hand, to convey cultural
exchange and communication. Second is to embody the
theme of water in our discussions and work and as we
experience the Rajasthani environment. Humanity is facing
global warming – our interconnectiveness is the only
solution to find resolves. While abundance and scarcity
coexist on the same planet, the question I want leave us
with is, what does that polarity of abundance and scarcity
represent about our efficiency as a human race?”

Water besides being an essential commodity was also
considered sacred in all faiths.To preserve every drop of
the blue fluid, people invented such rare water harvesting
techniques which would be difficultto be built even
today, in the times of science and technology.To eliminate
the scarcity and uncertainty of water, rulers of Amber
and Jaipur excavated many wells, kunds and bawarisin
addition to the naturally existing ponds and sarovers(lake).
These traditional step wells are called bawari/baolis
in Rajasthan. They were aunique combination of rain
water harvesting, groundwater recharge and storage
systems.Even today, they are applauded for their
breathtaking beauty &architecture. Most popular of
these are,Chandbawari of Abhaneri (near Jaipur), Panama
Miya KaKund (Amber), Kale Hanuman Ji kibawari,
Manjhikibawari etc.
The problem faced today is that most of these Bawaries
have become defunct and are in ruins. There should be
serious steps taken to restore and renovate these beautiful
structures as they can not only become a major attraction
for domestic as well as foreign tourists, but also serve the
water needs of Rajasthan till an extent.

Prof Khangarot
Technique of water harvesting :
The Jaigarh fort in Amber (Rajasthan)

My interest and concern for bawaries encouraged me to
write a book discussing the various aspects relating to
these astonishing native structures of Rajasthan. The book
is called ‘Stepping into the Bawaries’

The 250-year-old fort that was built mainly during the
reign of Maharaja Sawai Jai singh II. The water system here
is a complex network of drains, small canals and arteries
and an architectural marvel of design and landscaping
to ensure the trapping of water. The water legacy of
Rajasthan is visible in the enormous tanka of Jaigarh which
contains several hundred million litres of water and the
huge kunds which look like flying saucers.The biggest
tanka can contain 200,000 gallons i.e., around 3 crores
(3,000,000) litres of water. This canal, which is as wide as a
road, goes along the wall of the fort and descends inside
the fort. Before the rainy season the canals are naturally
cleaned and yet the water from the first shower does not
go into the main tanka. Adjoining the main tanka there
are two other tankas, a closed one and an open one. Near
these tankas, at the mouth of the canal feeding them,
there are two gates. In the beginning, the gate of the
canal leading to the main tanka is kept closed whereas the
gate of the open tanka is opened. Thus the water from the
initial showers reaches the open tanka first and then the
covered one adjoining it, washing the canals on the way.
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Residency Talks

Shanti Norris & Leela Bordia (Neerja Pottery)
Introduction to Alchemy Vessel Project

Prof. Suresh Nair

Shanti Norris, Executive Director of Smith Center for Healing and the Arts—DC’s only cancer support organisation—
initiated the ‘Alchemical Vessel Project’. Leela Bordia of Neerja Pottery worked with Shanti on the project. “The ancient
tradition of alchemy is found in many cultures worldwide and is the origin of the science of chemistry. To transform base
metal into gold, a strong vessel is needed. As a metaphor for personal transformation and healing, we also need a vessel
in which we can feel safe and secure, and transform ourselves,” Shanti says.

Presentation on Pollution of the Sacred Ganges
“The slow death of river Assi, and the space used for forced
habitation, reduced the riverbed. Part of the river bed is
encroached with apartment land. River Baruna, the other
significant lifeline, is facing the Assi type death. The rivers
are not only carrier of water but recharging units too,
resulting in adding problem to Ganga pollution. Religious
belief and practice is one other major factors; throwing
dead bodies (half burnt), flowers and diyas into the river
only increases silt on the river bed which is not dredged
ever to clean. Human habits in using rivers as a dumping
ground is disrespectful to the environment. Constant
awareness programs, organised by NGOs and Govt., are
still unable to bring about a change. The administration
has been struggling to put the drainage and sewerage in
place and they still continue to flow into the Ganges at
Ravidas Ghat, Shivala ghat and many other Ghats making
the pollution a serious matter.

Overview of techniques for hand-painting on ceramic surfaces
Originally, blue pottery was made from ground quartz. The dough is pressed into moulds and the unfired pieces are hand
painted with oxide colours, touches of blue and white, dipped in clear glaze and fired in wooden kilns.The process is very
tedious and time consuming. Once made, the blue pottery items cannot be reworked. In order to rule out cracks and
other flaws, results have to be awaited till the pottery is fully done. Blue pottery of Jaipur is a mix of ground quartz, green
glass, fuller’s earth, borax and gum. And this is kneaded into dough, flattened and pressed into an open mould. It is then
dried in the hot furnace, smoothened over, and finally taken for painting. The outlines are drawn in cobalt oxide and the
design is filled in with other metal oxides, each of which is transformed into a bright colour by firing. The oxide of cobalt
becomes a deep blue, that of chromium changes to green, cadmium produces a bright yellow and iron oxide becomes
a red-brown. The piece is then dipped into a homemade glaze of glass, borax and lead oxide, which is made adhesive
by the addition of boiled flour. Finally, they are fired at 800-850° C for six hours in a closed kiln fuelled with charcoal.
The detailed black decoration is fired directly into the clear lead-free glaze, giving it a tough, resilient, dishwasher-proof
finish. The kiln is left to cool for three days, avoiding any rapid temperature change that easily cracks the china.

Documentary BHU+University of Ottawa on ‘Sacred Ganges’
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Ganga is not just a River but a GOD... Gayathri Manthra
and dipping in the river is part of an ancient ritual, despite
it pollution continues. My Art teaching at the Banaras
Hindu University...is to address a change in approach to the
sacred river. “
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Manjari Varde

Prof Chinmay Mehta

Talk and short film on Art in Chakras

Mandana art of Sawai Madhopur village

Art has been one for the forbearers around the world,
in introducing the imaginary, the unattainable, the
impetuous, the ancient, the contemporary, the modern
and the absolute ethereal! In India, the ancient art of Yoga
is revered, taught as a discipline and has immense healing
qualities. The physical body is naught but an exceptional
amalgamation of intense energies.

The villages of Sawai madhopur during the Deepwali
festival get embellished by these beautiful paintings on
the mud walls and floors with natural mineral clays. They
would quickly capture the images in their cameras. These
are the large size art works painted in easily available
local clays (Hirmich –red brown, pilli mitti-ochre clay and
Khadia mitti the white clay). These are highly spectacular
forms of tribal art can inspire modernists and connoisseurs
because of such uniquely created significant forms. They
represent in their paintings the vast variety of wild life
and the local surroundings which are so exquisite and
incredible. What surprises us the most is the kind of
effortless symmetry the women painters achieve in the
wall paintings without drawing a form before they paint.
These are not just decorations but they are undoubtedly
recognized as good pieces of art. This beautiful tradition
is at verge of extinction the villagers building new house
with government support brick and mortar in the villages.
Once they have a lime painted wall on their new houses
the painting with mineral clays become impossible. They
are not concern about the preservation of this splendid.

Chakras, or constantly spinning circles, radiate energy and
create moods and change lifestyles. Empowering the 7
prime Chakras is an experience and a disciplined method
or Kriya. Practised daily, it’s benefits in terms of harmony,
balance, a sense of peace and acceptance are undeniable.
It is an inner, focused journey that is shared and creates a
lightness of being. I decided to combine art and yoga for a
very powerful purpose. This was the intention with which I
chose to share the Kriya at the Jaipur Kala Chaupal.
As artists, we definitely find it easier to imagine and
absorb and recreate with colours. And that is exactly what
the 7 Chakra Kriya offers. Eventually, it would help us all to
lead exemplary lives in deep friendship with ourselves and
the earth.

Alla Dickson

Sandra Hansen

Sharing the joy of life through Art

Our Exquisite Pollution:
Environment and Eco Artists

“Life in different cultures, travels to 23 countries, lots of
dramatic changes and diverse work experience-all these
effected who I am and what I want to express through my
art. In 1982 I graduated with Master Degree in Education
with a specialization in Foreign Languages and Literature
from Tyumen State University in Siberia, Soviet Union, and
began teaching English and Art. Had many exhibits there
with dozens of paintings in private collections in different
countries. After 10 years of teaching, in the midst of a
collapsing Soviet Union, I had to make a difficult decision
to leave Russia with two daughters. We immigrated to the
US with an incredible support of a local American family
whom I helped through their adoption process in Siberia
couple years earlier. In the US I worked as an adoption
specialist for 16 years before devoting myself entirely to
art in early 2012.”
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When thousands of fish died in Lake Erie in 2014 Sandra
Hansen began investigating water damage in local
waterways, the Great Lakes and the Pacific Gyre. Her
research taught her that virtually all lakes, rivers and
oceans were becoming infused with a tremendous
amount of hazardous materials. Even on a tiny island
in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, with nothing but a
wildlife refuge on it had tens of thousands of pounds
of new garbage wash up on its shores every year. This
garbage came from ships, litter, industrial discharges, and
garbage mismanagement. Sandra’s takes her audience
from her research through her journey of becoming
an environmental artist. She gradually moved from oil
painting to creating art from plastic bags to making
ecologically sustainable handmade paper art.
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Susan Firestone

Lina Vincent

Art in Healing

Undefined Spaces: Art Curation in Social and
Environmental Engagement

Art is a powerful act of communication.
Artists have always known this. They have also long known
that there are positive benefits to creating their work —
one of which is knowing and understanding one’s self.
New research suggests that throughout the centuries,
the life expectancy for artists has been longer than that
of their society’s elite because of their self-awareness and
engagement in the creative process. The therapeutic
effects of the arts have been recognized for hundreds
of years, however, it’s only recently that scientific studies
have provided solid evidence of the important therapeutic
effects of the arts on attitude, mental health, blood
pressure, hormones, pain, anxiety, immune response,
neurological disorders and more. Experiencing an image,
a dance, or a music composition can be as healing and life
enhancing as any sort of verbal communication. Artistic
expression not only increases self-understanding, but
therapeutically it can be invaluable in the assessment
and treatment of some individuals. Through the creative
process involved in art making, thoughts, feelings,
meaning and insights emerge, often expediting diagnoses
and treatments.

https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/sensoria/201512 interview-susan-firestone

Pooyan Hashemi

Ana Bloom

Art and Technology

BREATHE In Soufflés

The subject of the talk was “Art and Technology”. It
included two parts: a conceptual background about
technology and its relation to art and a brief presentation
of my recent works.

“« SOUFFLES, Breath project « is related to water. This
project may not have started if my father had not begun
his life beetween life and death on a boat trip from Ukraine
to Cuba in 1924. I come from Leon’s Trotsky family if you
have heard of the Russian revolution. My first education
degrees are in History and that transcend my work since
the beginning of my early work. I am an Artivist! Acting
with art since i am also an artist, with my work and my
workshop « neighboring frontiers.”

In the first part, it was talked about modern technology,
its ambiguity and in particular its essence. It was discussed
that its essence is associated with the way that we see
the nature as an ultimate source of energy that has to
be overcome and used in the most efficient way. It was
also argued how in that sense technology and its mode
of thinking has become an ideology. The first part of the
talk ended with a discussion about “Art” and its role in this
situation.
In the second part, I presented my recent works. I talked
about an art workshop that I designed and conducted
with my engineering students in Tehran. The workshop
addresses thresholds formed by the duality of the
engineers’ mind and body relation. The talk was ended
with a brief presentation of my project in Jaipur.
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“The times we live in are disorienting; we are citizens of
a planet that has being plundered for its resources over
centuries, Climate change as a phenomenon was recognised
and understood from the late 19th century onward, and
even as scientists and researchers have been discovering
and evaluating effects of global warming, Where does art
stand and how can artists make a difference? There is now
an emerging movement gaining strength (both global and
national) acknowledging environmental engagement with
the arts. As a curator I see the immense capacity Art holds to
act as an interface for dialogue between streams of practice;
visual languages can be a medium of communication and
public outreach where the written word is found to have
limited impact. In the face of loss - environmental, cultural,
social – artists feel the need to participate in mitigation and
healing; Terms like ‘Artivism’ and ‘Art-ecology’ have entered
into common discussion, describing the unique combination
of art and social or ecological activism. The presentation
gives examples and case studies from the work of ARTPORT_
making waves in India, the Goenchi Mati Campaign in Goa.”

« SOUFFLES, breath » burst into my artistic language as
the migrant crisis reached Europe with people dying in the
Meditarraneen Sea. The sea became a huge cemetery,
not only polluted with our garbage bags but also with our
human garbage behaviors. My spiritual path made me
understand through different experiences, the story of life
and death and I think that is what is playing in this project
for humanity. So slowly understood and I decided that each
person I would capture the Breath from would do it as an
experience and in correspondance with all this people dying
in the Ocean trying to find a refuge somewhere, but also as
a « renaissance » and sign of hope. I work the color so this
kind of Yin Yang dialogue always into play.”
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Helen Frederick

Rajeev Sethi

Water: The Framework - Curatorial Notes

Rajeev Sethi is South Asia’s leading designer and is
noted internationally for his innovative contribution to
preserving and celebrating the subcontinent’s rich cultural
heritage. For more than 35 years, through his work in
design and architecture, performances and festivals,
exhibitions and publication, policy and program, he
has identified ways to bring contemporary relevance to
traditional skills of vulnerable artisan communities and
creative professionals. With innovative positioning and
proactive interventions he has created a basis for the
maintenance of time honored legacy industries in an era
of industrial mass production and globalization.

“Our Body and Hands in the Water”
The 30 year-old Pacific Institute declares that the human
right to water is the fundamental right to life, health,
and livelihood. The imperatives to meet basic human
water needs are more than just moral, they are rooted in
justice and law and the responsibilities of individuals and
governments. Climate change is a phenomenon we no
longer can deny as its effects have become increasingly
evident worldwide. On the list of warmest years on record
every almost year since 1992, according to National
Oceanic Atmospheric Administration data, 2015 and
now 2017 were the hottest. 7 billion people are being
affected physically, mentally and emotionally. The most
recent monsoons, floods and earthquakes are testaments
to the critical changes having cause and effect all over
the world. Global warming is expected to account for
about 20 percent of the global increase in water scarcity
this century. It is predicted that global warming will alter
precipitation patterns around the world, melt mountain
glaciers, and worsen the extremes of droughts and floods.
Global water consumption increased six-fold in the last
century - more than twice the rate of population growth
- and will continue growing rapidly in coming decades.
Yet readily available freshwater is a finite resource,
equivalent to less than one percent of the water on Earth.
Water and populations are unevenly distributed across
the globe; arid and semi-arid regions receive only two
percent of all surface runoff yet account for 40 percent of
the global land area and house half of the world’s poor.
Our existing freshwater resources are under heavy threat
from overexploitation, pollution, and global warming.
Given these trends, equitably providing adequate
water resources for agriculture, industry and human
consumption poses one of the greatest challenges of the
21st century.
In a NY Times article THE GREAT NUTRIENT looking
at how plants respond to the kind of carbon dioxide
concentrations that we may see in our lifetimes due
to climate change, we see important minerals drop 8
percent on average. The increasing carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere is reducing the protein in staple crops like
rice, wheat, barley and potatoes, some of humankind’s
most essential foods, raising unknown risks to human
health in the future. In regards to this, the threat of Global
Warming has been validated by many studies. In a study
by the UK Meteorological Office the prediction is that that
severe droughts now occurring once every 50 years could
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occur every other year by 2100, if measures are not taken
to mitigate climate change.
Climate change is a very big issue in terms of water
scarcity Rajastan state. My modest research has led me
to be aware that the State is in large part a desert or arid
area (58% of the total geographical area) and has low
water resources in comparison to the rest of the country.
Any adverse climate change conditions are likely to have
catastrophic effect on the already fragile water resource
system of the state. In some cases old wells, storage areas
such as step wells have been covered over to make way
for roads or for the ease of traffic. Some remain only
within the memory of the older generations, referring to a
water body lost to time or perhaps to misguided projects
designed for progress.

Mr. Sethi has moved effortlessly from one discipline
to another with his consistent vision for cross cultural
and intermedial curatorial and scenographic practices
creating some of the most memorable artistic endeavors
setting world standards. His formative years were spent
in Paris working with Pierre Cardin, and was mentored
by designers like Ray and Charles Eames and eminent
Gandhians like Mrs Chottapadhya and Pupul Jayakar who
encouraged him to direct his talents to India. This also
underlies his creation of Sarthi (Friends of artists in need)
and The Asian Heritage Foundation, currently working
to establish SADAK (The South Asian Design and Arts &
Technology Centre), in New Delhi, and the brand ‘Jiyo’

In an article by Pritha Bhattacharya, she indicates that
Jaipur at the edge of the Thar desert, with summers
routinely over 100 degrees receives a little over 276
million litres of water every day. This is predominately
groundwater, with water coming from the Ramgarth Lake.
Ramgarh Lake is the only surface water source of the city.
It is an impounded reservoir located 35 km northeast of
the city. The lake is dependent on rainfall for its water
supply. It was constructed in 1903 with a gross storage
capacity of 2,650 million cubic feet. Due to the semi-arid
climate zone, rainfall is sparse. Thus, the lake almost dried
up. Presently about 0.35 lakh gallon/day of water is taken
from the lake due to erratic rainfall.
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Anjolie Ela Menon
A Retrospective
Throughout her career as a painter, Anjolie Ela Menon
has regularly re-envisioned her role as an artist. Menon’s
early canvases exhibited the varied influences of Van
Gogh, the Expressionists, Modigliani, Amrita Sher-Gil,
and M. F. Husain. Mainly portraits, these paintings,
according to the artist, “were dominated by flat areas of
thick bright colour, with sharp outlines that were painted
‘with the vigour and brashness of extreme youth’.”
Menon admits that her work has undergone tremendous
changes with every phase of her life and that as she has
grown older, the narcissism of the early years has been
transformed into nostalgia for the past.
While at the Ecole Nationale des Beaux Art in Paris, she
began to experiment with a muted palette of translucent
colours, which she created by the repeated application
of oil paint in thin glazes. Painting on hardboard, Menon
enhanced the finely textured surface of her paintings
by burnishing the finished work with a soft dry brush,
creating a glow reminiscent of medieval icons. Menon
utilized the characteristics of early Christian art – including the frontal perspective, the averted head, and the slight
body elongation – but took the female nude as a frequent subject. The result is a dynamic relationship of the erotic and
the melancholy. Menon has developed this iconography of distance and loss in her later works through her thematic
depiction of black crows, empty chairs, windows, and hidden figures.
Anjoilie Ela Menon spoke about the influences of slices of life on her work, whether transient like a visit to New York or
deeper impacts of the loss of her father. Ashe also speaks about what characterises her work.

Exposition Talks

Goats
Anjolie’s studio in Delhi is in the
Lal Dora area (imaginary red line
demarcating existing rural areas in
the urban landscape).
“I love my studio and the view its
able to afford me. Any window you
look out of there is a street play
being enacted. The villagers are
mainly goatherds and antics of the
animals never fails to amuse me.”
“I was on the first flight of Air India
from Delhi to New York as part of
an artistic contingent spearheaded
by my mentor Pupul Jayakar. She
continued to play an impactful role
in my life as an older influencer
guide. I was 18 and enamoured by
the New York city and influenced by
the Jazz in Harlem.”
Potraits of families

Harlem Jazz

“I love painting families.”

“I was on the first flight of Air India from Delhi to New York
as part of an artistic contingent spearheaded by my mentor
Pupul Jayakar. She continued to play an impactful role in my
life as an older influencer guide. I was 18 and enamoured by
the New York city and influenced by the Jazz in Harlem.”

Empty Chairs
“Symbolic of the person
who has just left. The
vehicle stays of the loved.
After my father died I did
a whole series of chairs.
His absence was the
most important part of
the painting and not the
empty chair.
The objects of daily life
that became symbols in
my work and sometimes
also became clichés and
that’s when I decided to
drop the clichés and opt
for a whole decade of
experimentation.”
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Visual Arts for Social Impact
A moderated panel discussion on water and its impact on communities

Moderator: Ms Uma Prakash

Uma Prakash is an art critic and curator and is the India correspondent for the Hong-Kong based magazine Asian Art
News and World Sculpture News. She has been associated with the visual and performing arts in India and abroad. She
has also curated several art exhibitions like Utsav in South Africa which featured ‘Gandhi through my Eyes’ by Haku Shah,
‘From Empire to Emporium’ from Eicher Gallery New and a local exhibition called ‘Gandhi Revisited’ by South African
artists. She has a Bachelor of Arts Degree from Calcutta University. She has also co-founded and nurtured the bi-annual
Gurgaon Utsav, a festival of theatre, music and dance.

Panelist Invitees
Sunny Sebastian

Mr. Sebastian has completed 31 years in journalism, having worked with the Delhi Press, Surya India, Delhi Recorder, Free
Press Journal, Rajasthan Patrika and The Hindu. He has been in Rajasthan since 1984, covering various aspects of the
desert State, including socio-political issues, heritage, movements, sustainable development, environment and wildlife.

Sahar Zaman

Sahar Zaman is an India Independent Arts Journalist, newscaster, television anchor, art curator, creative entrepreneur,
guest lecturer and jewelry designer. She is the founder of Asia first Web TV Channel on arts, food and travel ‘Hunar TV’.

Sharad Kohli

Sharad Kohli is a features writer with Times of India and has been a journalist for more than 16 years, working primarily
with the mainstream media, and based in Delhi-NCR. He has been associated with dailies as well as monthly magazines,
and has also enjoyed stints in publishing and online content creation.
“At the Jaipur Kala Chaupal, I touched upon two issues.
The first being, why is art activism among artists missing
today. There is an active political censoring on ground
which visual artists are giving in to. This is not so among
musicians, filmmakers and actors who have spoken out
against such muzzling but today’s visual artists have
buckled under pressure far too soon. And this deafening
silence is despite having access to multiple platforms of
social media today. Is it because their delicate art market
is at stake? Our modern masters and painters of that
generation had far more spunk and courage on making the
right noise with limited access to public platforms.
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The second issue we touched upon in the discussion is a
motto I have lived by in 16 years of my journalism, ie, in
making arts accessible. Having been an integral part of
mainstream political media in both television and print,
I have made sure that issues and news on the arts world
doesn’t get restricted to a weekend column or just a Sunday
afternoon show. In doing so, my arts reportage pertaining
to freedom of expression, fake art racket, auction records,
market indicators, etc. have always made it to prime time
9pm shows. My recent talk at TEDx was also about taking
arts reportage to mainstream media - which is what I
expressed at the Jaipur Kala Chaupal too.”
Sahar Zaman
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A Journey of Water – Aquaducts to Canals
Interdependence & Sustainability
A moderated panel discussion on water and the journey of each individual in galvanising a positive
impact on water sustainability

Moderator: Ashwini Singla

Mr. Ashwani Singla is the Founding Managing Partner of Astrum Management Advisory Private Limited. He served as
Managing Director and Chief Executive of South Asia at at Burson-Marsteller LLC. He worked with the hospitality division
of ITC Ltd. Mr. Singla has over a decade of hardcore experience in strategic planning, corporate & brand reputation
management, crisis communication and issues management. A firm believer in the measurability of public relations
programs, he has led many best practices prevalent in the Indian industry. Mr. Singla serves as a Member of the Advisory
Board of Genesis Burson-Marsteller. He serves as a Trustee of the Genesis Foundation. Mr. Singla is a special invitee on the
Governing Council of Young Indians, a global initiative by the Confederation of Indian Industry to involve young Indians
in shaping and building brand India.

Panelist Invitees
Shri Sriram Vedire

Chairperson, Rajasthan River Basin & Water Resources
Planning Authority, Ministry of Water Resources, River
development & Ganga rejuvenation. Sriram Vedire is
currently a member of the Task Force set up by the
Government of Rajasthan on ‘Integrated command and
catchment area development in the State of Rajasthan’. He
has also submitted a report on revival of River Saraswati,
an ambitious project of Government of Rajasthan. He
has written several books which includes “Gujarat’s
success story in Water Management”, “Water Grid for
Telangana and Andhra Pradesh using Rivers Godavari and
Krishna” and “Innovative Water Management Practices
indispensable for India. Shri Shriram Vedire is currently
an appointed adviser to the Ministry of Water Resources,
River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation, Government
of India. He is advising the Ministry in all the matters
pertaining to the water sector that includes Ganga
Rejuvenation, Inter-linking of Rivers, ensuring availability
of clean and potable water,ensuring availability of
adequate water for agricultural purposes to ensure food
security to the nation and on any such matters as may be
referred to by the Ministry. These issues have become very
critical to the Nation and have been under the judicial
scrutiny of apex court for quite some time and also a
matter of concern of Parliament.

Prof R. S. Khangarot

Principal Agarwal College, Jaipur and the Author of
Jaigarh :- The Invisible Fort of Amber, Amber / Jaipur
: A dream in the Desert, Sawai Man Singh II of Jaipur,
Professor Khangarot is a prolific historian with a deep
understanding of the architectural splendour of the
aqueducts of the Jaigarh Fort.

Shashank Singh

After quitting his job as an engineer, Shashank Singh
decided to take up a development project in rural
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Rajasthan. Today, he is living in a village, helping rejuvenate
a pond that will help generations to come. He began this
in partnership with the NGO named Barefoot College.
A mechanical engineer by education, Shashank was
working with Hero Cycles as a Quality Engineer prior to
the fellowship. Shashank entered Chota Naraina with
a concrete plan to set up something that would help
villagers utilise electricity obtained from solar energy. But
he changed his plan completely after speaking with the
villagers during his survey. Shashank entered Chota Naraina
with a concrete plan to set up something that would help
villagers utilise electricity obtained from solar energy.
But he changed his plan completely after speaking with
the villagers during his survey. “When I asked one of the
village women about the kind of problems she was facing,
electricity seemed to be the last thing on her mind. She
was complaining more about how they had to struggle to
collect drinking water every day and also to provide water
to their cattle. Being a dry region, rearing cattle is the main
source of income in this village. That is when I decided that
solar electricity will be of no use for these villagers if they
don’t have access to water,” says Shashank

Bhavani GS

An artist whose journey has become ‘water’- River Kaveri
Born and spent major of her childhood and adolescence
years open to an environment surrounded by nature in a
small town of Somwarpet in North Coorgdistrict – Here,
she has seen and absorbed nature in all its creative forms –
formative life, growing and understanding the world she
felt very close to nature to draw inspiration and solace.
Her recent work is part of an ongoing exploration of River
Kaveri, its Tributaries, River banks, Forest and it’s textures,
order, structure and matter of the natural world. She
travelled along the River Kaveri from its origin Talakaveri
in Kodagu to Pompuhar in Tamilnadu state where the river
merges with the ocean Bay of Bengal. She hopes to take
the work further keeping the river as company.
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Breaking norms and providing continuity
The Breaking Norms and Providing Continuity panel discussion celebrated the women of the global
artistic world that has been breaking norms and providing continuity.
Moderator: Shanti Norris - Co-founder Smith Center of Healing

The Shanti Norris Cancer Retreat Fund was launched in May 2017 as a lasting tribute to Founding Executive Director Shanti
Norris’ 21 years of service to Smith Center for Healing and the Arts.

Panelists
Dr. Paula Sengupta

An artist, academician, curator, researcher and writer resident in Kolkata who works using diverse media and techniques.
These include printmaking mediums and textile processes such as hand embroidery and applique, blockprinting and
dyeing to make objects and installations. Her work often lays claim to practices traditionally seen as “women’s arts”,
challenging, through material, medium and making, stereotypical patriarchal conceptualisations of gender roles.

Dr. Susan Firestone

9/11 crisis counselor, art therapist, and psychotherapist with FEMA and after that funding ended worked for the 9/11
School Recovery Program through the Red Cross in schools near Ground Zero. Also, worked for Manhattan Youth in after
school programs in three schools in Tribeca through The Red Cross. Currently in private practice specializing in trauma
and child and adolescent psychotherapy and art therapy.

Ms. Leela Bordia (Neerja Blue Pottery)

The Founder of Neerja International Inc is a pioneer when it comes to introducing Jaipur’s Blue Pottery art to the world.
Leela Ji has adopted a few villages in Rajasthan, falling under the range of 50 kilometers from Jaipur. The people living
here are solely dedicated to bringing blue pottery alive. She is an institution herself for the revival of the blue pottery
industry in Jaipur.

Ms. Raj Kanwar (Ojjas and Jaipur Bloc)

A textile designer with 40 years experience in textile crafts, specializing in Hand Block printing & Vegetable Dyes. She has
worked as a core team member for setting up of the Indian Institute of Crafts & Design in Jaipur, and taught textile craft
design as an Associate Professor in the same institute. Mrs. Kanwar started ‘OJJAS’ in 1999, specializing in Hand Block
Printing and Vegetable Dyes. It’s ideology is GREEN in every sense, right from its enviomental practices, like recycling
water, water harvesting, conservation of energy and resource, fair wages and building up its human resource, creating
awareness about the conservation of its tradition - specially Crafts, through workshops and other means.

Mrs. Leenika Jacob (Co-founder Jaipur Kala Chaupal)

A media communications specialist, Leenika has spent her early years in graphic design and finally re-invented herself as
an Account Planner working for Advertising Agencies like J Walter Thompson and Lowe Lintas. Her works have ranged
from the Pulse Polio campaigns for UNICEF to the Brand logo and film for the ‘Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan’. A literature
student, she’s always had a leaning towards the arts and wanted to contribute in amplifying and contributing to the
Visual Arts arena. She is a keen admirer and collector of the Indian Crafts and found this an opportunity to facilitate
collaborations while exploring a socially impactful subject.
“When you sit in a circle of women you realize that women
are natural healers and collaborators.”
Since time immemorial, our world has had thick layers of
patriarchal tones which had its impact on the evolution
of women and their contributions to the society. But
with education came open minds and a clear voice that
sought for creative liberation to express the journeys of
the women of the world marching ahead to lead, to break
the glass ceilings and to bring the world together in the
most nurturing and progressive fashion. And the world just
becomes more beautiful when different shades of colours
are added to this mission by artists who believe in coming
together to support each other through the year and create
a new narrative of conversations that surround an artistic
social endeavor.
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The Breaking Norms and Providing Continuity panel
discussion celebrated the women of the global artistic
world that has been breaking norms and providing
continuity. Those who dared to innovate and become
pioneers in their fields only because they chose to work and
speak with a voice that was dipped in creative liberation.
The panel revisited stories from their lives and discussed
their experiences as women involved in the areas of arts
and craft.
Their challenges and struggles although different from
each other portrayed one strong component, common
to all, that helped them grow into strong independent
women, like their mothers before them.
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Rahul Baswani

Moutushi Chakraborty

From the eyes of a Collector

Printmaking: A journey from Pre-History
to the Contemporary

He views the role of the collector as beyond
just the buyer of the artwork: the collector is a
supporter of the artist and a patron of the arts.

Moutushi illuminates the journey of Printmaking from
Pre-historic to Contemporary era. Printmaking, the Art
of Multiplicity found expression in the seals of the Indus
Valley Civilization and later wood-block carvings that
were used to stamp designs onto fabric. The method and
proceedings of this early tradition of wood-block printing
is narrated with images documented by the artist, as
part of her research into the history of Printmaking. She
further explains how this method of stamping impressions
continues into food and body mark-makings in India. She
speaks about the different methods of Contemporary
Printmaking illustrated by visuals of her own work and
concludes by revealing her incorporation of this ancient
method in her own art.

Rahul Baswani is an ardent art collector, with a view
that the role of a collector is beyond that of just a
buyer of artwork. He believes that the collector is also a
supporter of the artist in his journey of creating art and
a patron of the arts overall. He spoke about his journey
as an art collector. His perspective was an eye-opener
to people who may be intimidated, and often even
afraid, of the pseudo-intellectualism that the art world
seems to revel in.
Through his journey in the world of art, he taught the
audience that as a collector you do not necessarily need
wisdom, just romance. A love for art and the way it is
created. You buy what speaks to you as opposed to what
speaks to the world as ultimately, art is subjective.

Paula Sengupta

Margarita Chacon

How contemporary practice appropriates
traditional craft and textile practices to develop
new languages.

Water in prehistoric Mexico;
Tialoc, the god of water
Cenotes, sacred water of the Mayas
Water in contemporary Mexico

“The ‘Rivers of Blood’ project is particularly
focused on water, though rivers play an
important role in almost all my works.”
Dr. PaDr. Paula Sengupta talked about her journey of
developing new art languages including the ‘Rivers
of Blood’ project that is particularly focused on water
and the visual rendering of a diary that Paula wrote
documenting her travels through Bangladesh.
“The one overreaching memory that I brought back from
Bangladesh was of the mighty rivers.”
Dr. Paula Sengupta worked in collaboration with seasoned
textile designer-consultant Raj Kanwar and local Bagru
craftspersons at Ojjas to create a picture map applying
the unique printing and dyeing techniques native to the
region. The innovative textile work depicts the migration
of the Marwari community from the arid region of
Shekawati to water abundant Kolkata.
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Margarita Chacon Bache created a mixed media art
titles ‘Tear Drops’ made of blown glass against an oil
painted canvas. In her talk on Water in prehistoric
and Contemporary Mexico, Margarita gave a brief
introduction to water in pre-historic Mexico through
Tlaloc, the ancient god of rain, fertility and water. Tlaloc
was widely worshiped as a beneficent of life. She also
spoke at length, on cenotes, a natural pit or sinkhole,
resulting from the collapse of limestone bedrock,
exposing the groundwater underneath. Cenotes were
also known as the sacred water of the Mayas
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Bhavani GS

Sandra Hansen

River Kaveri- My Journey as an Artist
Film & Talk

Can Eco Artists Save the World?
Sandra Hansen, who has degrees in psychology and art
examines the psychological conditions that allow people
to change their attitudes on important issues such as
pollution. Sandra does this by looking at the actions
taken by Eco artists to convince people to become more
ecologically concerned citizens. She then examines the
results of these actions to try to pinpoint the changes that
have occured because of the activist artists. Sandra’s talk is
a fascinating link between art and behavior change.

“My initial works along with my paintings was site specific
works in forest, river banks and in the River. I wanted to
follow the River Kaveri from its origin Talakaveri until it
reaches Bay of Bengal . I am from the native place of where
the River originates - Kodagu/ Coorg hence it became
a personal journey. In India we worship Rivers. Kaveri is
much more than a river to me. It was mesmerizing and
challenging traveling with the River,
Pre and post travel my mind wandered on the misuse of
water. I came across the statistics of the embedded water
in the products produced. Hence the short film Embedded
Water, where it says how much water is used to produce a
Jeans, Soft drink, Rice, Burger..... anything produced uses
water.
I try to bring awareness about both the river and the water.
Greed causes a misappropriation of the waters.
River Kaveri and my concern about water is an ongoing
project. Besides I enjoy painting and working with natural
materials so as to do installation in forest.”

Jennifer Macklem

Larissa Noury

Film Screening: ‘Varanasi’

Development of art and architecture
on the banks of the River Seine

Talk: Northern Movement, Culture Art
Frothing in Canadian Cool
A group of professors and students from University of
Ottawa, Canada has joined hands with Banaras Hindu
University (BHU) teachers and students for a project
‘Sacred River: Art and technology’ that includes a
documentary film based on the plight of the Ganga.
The documentary, which in the words of its director
Jennifer Macklem, is a fictionalized truth, also saw its lead
character approaching IIT-BHU to get the Ganga water
tested in lab to reveal that people who love and worship
the river were actually hurting it due to lack of awareness.
Jennifer, while examining and responding in a creative way
to the complex interplay of environmental degradation
and cultural and spiritual traditions concerning the river
Ganga, says- “It will ultimately contribute conceptually and
artistically to a wider cause of environmental protection
for natural resources, while supporting innovative artistic
practices that bridge the divides between art, technologies
of science and spiritual practices.”
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The Seine is a 777-kilometre-long river and an important
commercial waterway within the paris bassin in the
north of France. It rises at 30 kilometres northwest of
Dijon in northeastern France flowing through Paris
and into the English Channel at Le Havre. The name
“Seine” comes from the Latin Seguana the gallo-roman
goddess of the river. City of Paris has a long history of
local traditions connected to the water. We have even
The Pavillon de l’eau is a museum devoted to water
belonging to the City of Paris and managed by Eau de
Paris, the municipal agency in charge of production and
distribution of water in Paris. The Pavillon de l’eau offers
a permanent exhibition about the water supply history of
the city, temporary exhibitions, art activities (educational
workshops, screenings, performances etc.) and thematic
meetings. Paris was born and grew up with water. Since
the beginning of our times, when Paris was still called
Lutetia, the city has experienced four different periods of
production and distribution of water. The Roman Age, the
Middle Ages, the Modern era and the nineteenth century
Industrial Revolution.
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Workshops

The adoption of imagination in daily practice targeted
towards youth and live art creation on the subject of water
during the exposition

Sierrra Next Workshop
Sierra Next, a Leadership Consulting firm based out of
Gurgaon, India ran a creative workshop for young artists
at Jaipur Kala Chaupal on September - . Sierra Next
works with clients from multiple industries in the space
of Leadership Development, Assessments and Executive
Coaching and takes pride in having craeted workable
leadership solutions for some of the most esteemed
clientele in the industry. The session at JKC was facilitated
by Rahul Baswani and Aditi Kumar. Rahul Baswani is the
Managing Partner of Sierra Next. He is also a certified
Executive Coach, and Master Facilitator and has worked
with an illustrious range of global clients over the last 25
years of his career. Aditi Kumar is a Certified Executive
Coach and a facilitator who has worked with senior
leaders, women executives and young adults in her
career that spans over 17 years. She has facilitated several
leadership workshops and coaching sessions. Both Rahul
and Aditi are passionate about creating a deeper level of
alignment- inside out in people. They live Sierra Next’s
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philosophy of empowering, enabling and simplifying
complexities that comes along at every stage of the
leadership journey.
The workshop conducted by Sierra Next at JKC was
extremely interactive and bought together and
highlighted the importance of elements like- self
awareness and reflection in the process of creation. They
talked about how deeper level of awareness of one’s true
self lends itself into what we create- on canvas, through
words, in teams, in relationships and organisations. They
also emphasized on the role of understanding one’s own
learning styles. There are different ways in which each
one of us learn- we watch we learn, we read we learn,
we do we learn. As young adults, discovering and being
mindful of our unique learning style can open up an
entire realm of knowledge for us. We can seek the right
format that helps us grasp and retain information better.
The enthusiastic bunch of young adults found a lot of
value in exploring and discovering their learning style.
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SWIRL
An Interactive Workshop On Water
Shubhika Lal has years of experience in working with
children as an art educator and has conducted various
art workshops with children. She finds it a delightful way
of finding expressive outlets for ideas and developing
imagination in the young.

98 percent of water on this planet are the Oceans.
1percent is frozen and 1 percent is for our use. Which we
misuse in all possible manners. As the river flows downhill,
rushing and gushing to merge into the ocean..according
to our Darshan in complete surrender.

“Creating art is a fine way for children to make choices
and solve problems. Every step involves making a
decision: what color to use, how to make a line, what
size to make something. With every choice the object
becomes more and more their own.”
Therefore keeping this in mind, the workshop at the Jaipur
Kala Chaupal was an inclusive one where privelged and
underprivileged children worked together to create art on
the theme of water. The act of breaking a pot is symbolic
of the collective callous destruction of our environment.
The broken pieces being painted by students arranged in
a swirl to represent the power of water.
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Historical
walk
Nahargarh Fort
Aqueduct Walk

Heritage Water Walk
Reinventing the narrative to help in the sustainability of
water conservation and its impact on the local artistic
communities of Rajasthan through community-based
social and environmentally engaged art collaborations.
Jaipur Kala Chaupal opened up a plethora of unseen
opportunities and experiences for all the individuals who
were a part of the festival.
One such experience was the “Heritage Water Walk at
Nahargarh Fort” by Neeraj Doshi of RAIN Water.
The Nahargarh heritage water walk tries to uncover
the methods of ancient water collection and rain water
harvesting methods. There are two huge Baoris/ stepwells in Nahargarh Fort. This walk reveals how the entire
system of collection and channelizing rainwater into these
water storage works
During last few years, Rain Water Harvesting has become
a buzzword. Rainwater harvesting techniques and water
conservation have become very important in recent years.
So much so that without rain water-harvesting process
in place, construction of a new building or house is not
permitted by the urban governing authorities in Jaipur.

Neeraj, the conductor for this water walk has been
conducting Jaigarh water walk for last few years. This
heritage water walk in Jaipur focuses on the entire system
for collecting the rainwater and its storage, which was
used few centuries ago. A large part of this system i.e.
catchment area is still intact and functional. The water
walk is an eye opener as to how people in those times
conceived & developed the concept of water collection &
storage systems. Some components of this system shares
similarity with the ones used in Europe during the similar
time frame, especially in Southern Europe!
The water conservation program was completely
dependent on rainfall. Once collected, the quantum of
water could be used for more than a year and thereby
making it easier to survive during rain de cit periods.
Although major part of water collection and conservation
system is still intact and functional, some sections have
been damaged, which seems to be a work of human
element rather than efflux of time. The water collected
through these channels accumulates in Nahargarh
Fort water reservoirs or storage tanks popularly called
Nahargarh Baoris.
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Residency
& Musical
Performances
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Exposition
Jawahar
Kala
Kendra
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National Coverage 2017

PR/Media leverage
SM/DM/Website/News coverage-editorial

https://www.facebook.com/pg/foxlifeindia/photos/?ref=page_internal
https://twitter.com/FoxLifeIndia
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Regional Coverage 2017

https://www.facebook.com/leenika.beri/videos/10210564747538828/
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The Collaborators

“To me, hand weaving a rug is one of
the most beautiful things to experience.
Learning about this art lead me to
greatly respect these craftspeople who
work so hard to create such exquisite
carpets.” –Nand Kishore Chaudhry,
Founder Jaipur Rugs
Jaipur Rugs works with a network of
40,000 weavers in 6 states of India
and takes responsibility to bind
them all with a common thread
of love and compassion. Artisans
are not only provided sustainable
livelihoods but also opportunities for
personal growth and development.
Various projects and programmes
are organised frequently to ensure
societal impact through this change.
http://www.jaipurrugsco.com

Mohammad Hussain Kagzi is
probably the last of India’s traditional
papermakers. His family origins go
back to Arabia and the Shaikh clan.
The family arrived in India via Bokhara
(in Central Asia) around 800 years
ago. The family name Kagzi literally
means paper maker, in Arabic.In the
16th century, the ruler of Amber, Raza
Man Singh brought the Kagzi families
to Sanganer and settled them on the
bank of river Saraswati. The town
emerged as one of the biggest paper
producing centers in North India.
Today, the Hussain Kagzis are the only
family to continue out of the four
families that worked for the King’s
court in Jaipur.
http://www.kagziindia.com

Studio Sukriti is built by a committed team of professional
artists and well experienced technicians. Our endeavor has
been to locate any technological developments in Bronze
making anywhere in the world and make it available
to sculptors in India at affordable costs. A comfortable
working space of 8000 sq. ft. with a capacity to cast
one tone metal at a time is what make us unique in the
country. Clay modelling studio, clay for modeling and
ceramic works, Electric wheels for pottery, Gas fired kilns,
variety of glazes and materials and tools to enhance and
stimulate creativity and spark inspiration.
http://www.studiosukriti.com
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Mrs. Raj Kanwar, founder Ojjas,
is a textile designer with 40
years experience in textile crafts,
specializing in Hand Block printing &
Vegetable Dyes. ‘Ojjas’ are hand block
printers who have worked with similar
passion to take this craft forward
on to a platform which is amongst
the best in the country, meeting
international standards in every way
– Working from ‘JAIPURBLOC’, an
environmental friendly textile park,
green in every way right from use of
‘WATER’ which is the main resource in
textile printing and dyeing – recycling
water 100% with zero discharge

The resurrection journey of Blue Pottery commenced
during the year 1978, when Leela Bordia was engaged in
social welfare activities in the villages in and around Jaipur
district of Rajasthan, India.
Today, Leela Bordia and her firm Neerja International are
synonymous with the name of Blue Pottery objects. She
has not only reinstated this intricate craft back to its lost
glory of the yesteryears, but has also been the originator
of innumerable new and innovative Blue Pottery articles.
https://www.neerjainternational.com

Poonam Bhagat is a board member of Governors of
the Fashion Design Council of India, the apex body
for promoting the business of fashion. Her collection
has been showcased in various Fashion Weeks besides
designer ramp shows like that of Gauri & Nainika, Rabani
& Rakha, Ashish N Soni, Rajat Tangri and Manish Malhotra.
Poonam told us that designing wasn’t something she
planned for herself. It came to her as naturally as her
clothing line’s very title - Taika. Poonam’s brilliant use
of Picasso’s artwork in her prints was the highlight of
Amazon India Fashion Week 2015. This year for JKC, her
work flaunted experimenting with shades of indigo and
printed kurtas paired with long skirts and palazzos. Her
collections are off-beat but so wearable!
http://www.taikabypoonambhagat.com

Style Skool is a Jaipur based ‘Premiere Grooming Academy,
Model Management Agency and Styling Studio’, making
waves at national arena. Just 8 batches old, it has already
provided a couple of known faces in domestic fashion
circuit. Its models have walked the famous ramps, & have
been selected in Amazon India Fashion Week, Asian
Designer Week, Lakme Fashion Week, Vogue, India Runway
Week, Miss India World (Priyanka Singh- Finalist 2016), Miss
Diva Universe (Apoorva Sharma-Finalist 2015) etc.

The Partners
Reputation
Management Partner

Videography and
Photography Partner

Event Logistics

Design Partner

Legal Partner

Hospitality Partner

Social Media/Digital Partner/Radio Partner
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by the royal family, which also runs the hotel. The annual
Jaipur Literature Festival is held here since 2006. Now they
are ready to showcase The Jaipur Kala Chaupal Festival.
Kalinika Chauhan (JKC Team) Entrepreneur in the field of
Event Planning and Management
Recent Work Experience – General Manager – Marketing
and Sales at Hotel Diggi Palace
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Experience in Festival Planning and Management due to
the sheer love of Art, Music and Literature.
Struggling Writer.
Leela Bordia (Neerja Pottery) A lively and vibrant persona
exemplified – that is what Leela Bordia is all about. One
can see the magnitude, grace and fortitude instilled in this
powerhouse of a lady who has strived all her life for the
upliftment and betterment of her fellow countrymen and
has been accredited with reinstating the glory and stature
of Blue Pottery – this once upon a time nearly extinct
and dying craft form. Mrs. Bordia provided collaborator
support for the Alchemical Vessel Project.
Malvika Singh (Author & Publisher of Seminar) Malvika
Singh is a publisher of Seminar, a prestigious monthly
magazine of ideas and alternatives founded in 1959, as
well as a columnist for The Telegraph. She is a publishing
consultant with the Academic Foundation and a
Commissioning Editor for LIMITED EDITIONS, an imprint
of AF.
Megha Joshi (Artist) Megha Joshi is an artist from India
who’s practice spans Sculpture, installation art and
drawing. She studied sculpture at the Faculty of Fine Arts,
MSU, Baroda. From 1996 to 2006 she worked as a setdesigner and art director for television and film with over
70 projects to her credit. In 2008 she returned to full time
art practice. she has been part of several group shows and
residencies in India, Iceland, Scotland etc and in 2014 had
her solo “I:Object” in Delhi. Megha supported the Indian
artist selection for the first year of the Chaupal.
Pooja Sood (Jawahar Kala Kendra) Spearheading Khoj
in New Delhi, she embraces the new, while as director
general of the Jawahar Kala Kendra in Jaipur she is
focusing on the local culture. The one person who
plays an important part in both these organisations is
curator and art management consultant, Pooja Sood.
The founding member and director of Khoj International
Artists’ Association, she was appointed two years ago as
the director general (DG) of the JKK.
Raj Kanwar (Ojjas) A textile designer with 40 years
experience in textile crafts, specializing in Hand Block

printing & Vegetable Dyes. Worked for the government in
textile crafts for 20 years as a designer in varied capacities.
Have worked as a core team member for setting up of the
Indian Institute of Crafts & Design in Jaipur, and taught
textile craft design as an Associate Proffesor in the same
institute. Started ‘OJJAS’ in 1999, specializing in Hand
Block Printing and Vegetable Dye.
Rashmi Berry (Brand Story) Over 20 years experience
spread across general management, marketing leadership
and management consulting roles. Been largely involved
in building businesses and brands from ground up, in a
start up to growth phase, across industry sectors. Founded
BrandStory Consult, an outsourced strategic branding
and marketing consultancy, that partners with brands
through the entire brand development cycle from concept
evaluation to successful market launch.
Savita Kaushik (JKC Team) Director and Owner of Four
Nine Connect which specializes in consumer outreach
programs, events and exhibitions. As a National level
athlete and a marathon runner, she finds fresh and
challenging avenues to make fitness and health part of her
schedule. Extremely passionate about the environment
and art as a medium to create cohesive sustainability for
responsible living.
Shanti Norris (Artist & Curator) Ms. Norris serves as
Executive Director of Smith Center for Healing and the
Arts – D.C.’s only stand alone cancer support organization.
She initiated the Smith Center hospital Artist-in-Residence
program and Healing Arts Gallery. Shanti brought the
Alchemical Vessel Project to India.

Sciences. By undertaking a solo ‘marathon Euro-trip’,
he developed a deep proclivity toward culture, design
and art. He has since taken up photography as a passion
project and attempts to fuse elements of story-telling and
interpretive photography through pictures that are deep
rooted in color composition and symmetry.
Sveta Hattangdi Kilpady (Hindustani Classical Vocalist)
Sveta curated and also performed at the musical evenings
for the Jaipur Kala Chaupal. Sveta is a student of Pandit
Jialal Vasant, Shrimati Manik Bhide & learnt Thumris from
Dr. Aneeta Sen. Started learning music at the age of 3. She
is featured on various albums including The Lost Souls
and Mud doll by London based composer Niraj Chag. Her
album Sajanwa- Romantic Thumris was nominated for
the Global Indian Music Awards 2011 alongside artists like
Asha Bhonsle and Ustaad Rashid Khan. She has performed
at prestigious forums in India ,USA, UK, Middle East and
South-East Asia. She has taught music in India, Indonesia,
China, Malaysia and Singapore. She now resides in
Gurgaon where she is teaching and performing.
Vidyut Jacob (Festival Designer) Vidyut is a product /
transportation designer who has worked extensively in
expanding his horizons within design. He has worked with
two of India’s best design firms. His focus on pushing the
emotional impact of design is key to his process. Foraying
into different formats of the field is something that always
challenges him to adapt and evolve.

Sheila V. Singla Sheila is the Founder & Principal Associate
of Chrysalis and started this firm in the year 1995. A
Human Performance Improvement pioneer who helps in
driving business impact through results based learning.
Being a qualified hotelier, she started her career with
Sheraton in India and was with them for a period of six
years in operations and Human Resource Development.
Siddharth Srivastava Siddharth Srivastava recently
completed his post graduate education from University
College London in the field of Immunology and Health
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